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CHAPTER 1.
ARRIVAL OF COMMODORE PERRY AND RISE OF PUBLIC OPINION.
"Political parties" says Dr. Jessey Maoy, "are found only in
democratic countries, or at least in countries where the principles
of democracy are so far recognized as to su stein effort to shape the
w
policy of the government according to public opinion" • This is
especially true and very applicable in Japan, no political parties
ever had existed in Japan under the despotic feudal regime of the
Tokugawa Shogunate.
The arrival of commodore Perry at the sea gate of u*aga in
1853 was the signal for a new political epoch in Japan. The rise
of political parties and the establishment of popular government
in Japan may be said to have had its birth with the visit of Commodore
Perry. Should there have been no visits of commodore Perry to Japan,
there would be no political parties in japan. For nearly three hundred
years, the Tokugawa Shogunots* controlled Japan as the de facto sover-
eign with his capital in Yedo (jnow Tokyo; and the Emperor as the de jure
sovereign with his capital in Kyoto. There were nearly three hundred
clans under the Tokugawa Shogunate,
The policy of the Tokugawa government since Iyeyasu, the
founder of the Tokugawa Shogunate, was national seclusion, which they
believed the best and safest policy to continue their power in the
Etopire. They thought that intercourse of their subordinate clans with
foreign countries would be detrimental to their despotic administration.
For this reason they prohibited the building of large ships and their
subjects were forbidden to navigate on the far ocean. Among foreign
nations, only the Dutch were allowed to trade with the Japanese, but
that trade was confined to Dejima, a small island in Nagasaki, The
famous Morrison affair will clearly illustrate the foreign policy of
(l; Jessey Maoy, Political parties in the united States,?.i.
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2the Tokugawa shogunate, as a most fitting example. In 1837, a British
yeseel called "Morrison" brought twelve rescued Japanese fishermen to
Japan, "but the government took the stand that no more rescued Japanese
hereafter should be brought to Japan owing to the seclusion policy of
country.
Pride and prejudice begottan of ease and ignorance nourished by
the peace and seclusion of three hundred years under the regime of the
Tokugawa Shogunate had a rude awaking by the arrival of Commodore
Ferry, immediately after the arrive! of Commodore Perry, the Shogun
sent urgent letters to his subordinate clans, asking them to come to
Yedo at once to present their opinion whether or not Japan should be
opened to foreign intercourse as Commodore Perry demanded • This w^ai
soon proved to be a fatal blow to the Shogunate.
m
At the zenith or its power, the Tokugawa government was strong
enough to rule the country, leaving only purely local affairs to the
(1)
discretion of the feudal lords. The national policy was dictated from
//
Yedo and enforced by the Yedo authority. For three hundred years, the
Shogun had never consulted his subordinate clans on any questions.
The visit of commodore Perry was too big question to the Shogun as it
had thrown the country into a chaos of confusion and the cry "Away
with the foreigners!" rang the throughout the counrty. Both officials
as well as people were for' the expulsion of the foreigners to shutting
all the ports to them. This action of the Shogun, was, therefore,
only an outcome of his weakness and was to evade the responsibility.
Instead of acting up to the autocratic authority invested in the Shogun,
his government attempted to make the clans share the responsibility
(3)
of opening the country to foreign intercourse.
(1) I.*. McLaren, Japanese government documents P. 30«XX
13; Takegoshi, History of saevr *xs Japan, Vol. 1. P. 36.

3The question of bringing the country into foreign relatione
served for the first time in the history of Japan as the oooasion
for manifesting four groat political oamps of the exclusion! sts, anti-
seclusionists, Imperialists and pro-shogunate. But the politioal
party as it is understood in a constitutional country possessed of a
platform, never exsited in Japan until 1881 when the imperial proolama-
tion for establishing the national ^was promulgated.
Though there were four politioal oamps, Imperialists and
exclusion! st s worked hand in hand* Their object to exalt the Sovereign,
and •expel the foreigners" was only a means of their policy*
The leader of these oamps was Mito Hariaki, Lord of Mito, who argued
that should Japan be open into foreigners, they would bring
Christianity
to Japan though their primary purpose ought be for opening f
©reign trade,
and that Christianity would bring disorder to Japan since the
history of
the past woufcd illustrate this fact.
The leader of the anti-seclusioniste was Yokoi BhonaJ" who
strongly opposed the policy of seclusion, saying that the conditions
of the world would not allow a hermit policy by one nation*.
The permanent policy of Japan was to open up the country, adopting
the western civilization, and following their institutions.
Jmld the burning discussion of the four great political camps,
the Shogunatc adopted a policy of opening up the country to foreign
intercourse after the seclusion of three hundred years. He opened
the ports of Shimoda and Hakodate to America. By this foreign
policy
the Tokugawa Shogunate changed from seclusion into an open policy.
Those who were taki/gn antagonistic attitude toward the Sho^xnate
had
now assembled under the banner of the exclusion! sts and anti-shogunate,
who finally succeeded in overthrowing Sho^xnate in 1868, thus
returing the ruling power of the country into the Imperial
Throne and
aaperor was suddenly thrust forward into the position
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4of a de facto sovereign . with the fall of the Shognnate, the despotic
foria of the government hae ceased and the principles of demooraoy have
now appeared everywhere in the institutions of the new government.
The new Meiji government which was established after destroying
the despotio feudal government was in highest esteem from its beginning
on the ideas of free speech and public opinion, Various institutions
of the government were thus established in accordance with these
principles. On the other hand, the idea of popular represent at ive>:
government had sprang up among educated people. The word public opinion
was the slogan of the day. On Jan.j b, i bbb, an Imperial edict was
issued on this effect which was as follow:-
"flow that Tolcugawa KeiJti has restored the administrative
authority to the ueurt, the ueurt directly control* the Imperial
policy, Quite free from bias, laying great/stress on public opinion".
As the first step of the change in the organic institutions of the new
government, the Sa&shomi, the three offioes of the central government
,
were set up to control the administration on January 17, ibbb #
The three offices were the soeai, the offloe is to be held by a single
person who exercises supreme control in all matters, the Gijo, consists
of ten in number, two Princes, three uount nobles and five Daimyo,
whose work was to consult and decide performing the functions of heads
of departments, and the Sanyo, councillors of the second class, being
twenty in number, five court nobles and fifteen clansmen of the leading
clans. The object of the administration was to give the high positions
in the government not only to the uourt nobles, but to feudal lords
as well as to samurai, selecting the best and capable men from different
classes. This might be considered as the origin of the present system
of the representative government in Japan.
* i
t
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The famous Imperial oath was issued on March 14,1968, in order
to ascertain the national desire, which was as follows:-
1« An assembly widely convoked shall be established, and thus
great stress shall be laid upon public opinion.
2. The welfare of the whole nation shall be promoted by the
everlasting efforts of both the governing and the governed
classes,
3. All subjects, civil and military officers, as well as other
people shall do their best, 3,ud never grow weary in accomplishing
their legitimate purposes.
4. All absurd usages shsll be abandoned; justice and right-
teousness shall regulate all actions.
5. Knowledge shall be sought of oil over the world, and thus
(1)
shall be strengthened the foundations of the Imperial policy.
This may be regorded as the starting point of the movement s towards
the Parliamentary institution; and establishing of political parties.
The new government has adopted the Imperial Oath as a guide
and the Dai j okwan, Constitution, was created, to which centers all
power and authority in the Empire, "he power and authority of the
Daijokwon was three fold, legislative, executive and judicial.
The legislative provided a deliberative assembly, which was 'divided
into as Upper and a Lower House. The Upper House consists o^-ijo,
Princes of the Blood, Court Nobles, territorial Nobles who are eligible
for this office and two chief ministers o? State; 3, Sanyo, Nobles of
the Court, territorial Nobles and their councillors, tw<>-swarded men
who are eligible for this office, 3, Four secretaries and 4, clerks.
The Lower House consists of two presidents of debate aid ordinary
(3)
members.
(l) W.W, McLaren, Japanese Government Documents, P.
(3) Hashinara, History of Meiji Era, vol. 1 P. 19 3,

6This was the constitution in those days, adopting the system
of three divisions of the government by Montesquieu, but owing to
the wetness of the new government, the system did not work well*
The legislative department was in many oases en/or* seed under the
hand of the executive.
The Kogisho, a n'jtionsl deliberative assembly, was established
on MaTOh 3,1858. The number of the Koehi who are represent the clan
opinion in the national assembly is fixed as follows:-
1. Three members from each elan of 400,000 koku or more,
3, Two members from every clan of 10,000 koku bub less than
400,000 koku.
3. One member from every clan of 10,000 koku but lees than
100,000 koku.
4. All members are to be appointed by their lords,
"The Koehi are clansmen selected by their lords and sent by them
to the deliberative assembly; they are in fact members of parliament.
The object is to arrive at the opinion of the majority. The number is
fixed but the period of their service unlimited, and they obey the
directions of their lords." As long as they ere under the direction
of their respective lords, the Kogisho would not do the work of real
popular asse bly by public opinion, required by the people, and their
power was taken by the executive department.
(1) The japan Herlad, April 18,1868,

7IwTKODUGTiOW OK WESffJSKfl ID£.AS«
The Meijl Ke storation of 1868 was started on^bhe basis of
public opinion and its fundamental objects were ultimately realized.
But there were partly responsbile for the introduction of western
civilization and literal ideas, which caused the establishment of
political parties. Therefore I shall here state how young men of
Japan were eager to introducing the western ideas in early years of
Meiji» nith the growth of public opinion, young men of progressive
ideas were eager to study various branches of science, politics, social
system, etc. through English, Dutch and German books as well as other
channels. They realized that the administration of a State should be
carried out in accordance with public Opinion and at the same time
they insisted upon the enhancement of the people's rights. The foun-
dations for establishment of new Japan were thus laid out.
In educational circles, the late Mr. Yukiohi Fukuzawa established the
Keio Gijiku ^present Keio University; at Mita, Tokyo, in the Keio era
with a view to advocating the principles of liberty and equality, and
introducing British principles. The late Mr. Komin Kawamoto, by the
publication of book entitled "Kikai Kanran" vuniveree;, taught the
people the law of universe. The Shogunate Government established an
educational institution called the Kaiseijo and appointed as its
instrutors the late Mr. Hirayuki Kato, the late Mr. Kohei Kanda, and
the late Mr. Kyutaro Iriye. The Kaiseijo adopted German principles*
The Keio Gijiku authorities made it their object to introduce
radical reforms into political and national organizations, while the
Kaiseijo authorities planned to partialy improve the national organi-
zation. In fact, the fcaiseijo adopted the Divine and State ethics
for the carrying out of administration and the Chinese classics for

6fof the enhancement or morals, while Introducing the Western science
of the promotion or general knowledge. Dwelling an individual rights,
the Kaiseijo authorities pronounced that the said rights are only
effective and protected under the execution of the national power.
As regards the national power, the sane authorities were of the
opinion that a State should have an unlimited authority or autocratic
power and exercise sovereign rights, A State, is, in reality, a
sovereignty, the Kaiseijc authorities thus opposed the Eufcuzawa party
or Keio Gijiku, and helped the Meiji Government in the carrying out
of its administration. The democrats advooated the abolition of the
clan system, the establishment of local, autonomy, the expansion of
the people* s rights in commercial, industrial and agricultural circles,
and the enhancement of economic interests. After the Restoration, a
majority of students of the Imperial university in Tokyo were sons of
Government officials and upon graduation they naturally entered the
Government service. Accordingly the Imperial University was generally
regarded as a special institution for the training of Government
officials. On the other hand, sons of private individuals entered
the Keio Gi;jiku which was regarded as an institution for giving
education necessary in commercial find economic circles.
The late Mr, Keiu Nakamura translated into Japanese Mill's On Liberty"
in 1872 and advocated liberalism among all classes.
The liberal principles were thus propagated widely hut some
advocates went to such extremity as to bring about various abuses.
To remedy this drawback, a scholars* uiub called the Meirokusha was
organized in July, 1873, by a group of scholars such as the Mr, Yurei
Mori, Minister of Education, Mr, Shigeju aishimura, Mr. Shindo Tauda,
Mr, Shu Hi shi, Mr. Masanao iiakamura, Mr. Hirayuki Kato:, Mr, Akitsubo

9Mizukuri, Mr. Yukiohi Fukuzawa, Mr, Teizo Sugi, Mr. Hinsho Mizukuri.
This uiub, through its organs, urged the improvement of society on
Western line*, and all doctrines advocated by it attracted public
attention*
Mr. Keiu flakamura established a school called the Dojinsha
for the promotion of liberalism and advocated the adoption of
Smiles 1 self-help doctrine. Mr. Hiroyuki Kato, influenced by the
propagation of liberiism and equality, published a book entitled
"Kokutai Shinron" iwew idea on national constitution;, in which it
is pointed out that a Sovereign will respect the public opinion and
that the autocratic ideas on the part of Japanese and Chinese classic
scholars are fundamentally mistaken. The notion that a Sovereign >
can freely exercise autocratic power over his subjects is, in the
opinion of Mr. Kato, no lender upheld in civilized countries*
Japanese classical scholars held the view that a people should
absolutely obey its ftiier, no matter how autocratic is his action*
Such a notion, remarked ar. Kato, i3 absurd*
The propagation made by the Meirokusha for the dissemination
of liberalism had had its effect. For instance, in 1873 the people
of Saitama, Shiga and/other prefectures organized a people* s associa-
tion or public council for the purpose of dealing with local affairs
such as the riparian work, cultivation, communication, hospitals,
schools, industries, etc.. In reality, it assumed the form of a local
autonomy and was largely instrumental in the development of politics.
As a natural consequence, two political parties were organized in
Government circles, one party called the Shoburon which advocated
the adoption of a positive policy and the other party the Shobunron
which advocated a negative policy*
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She former represented military men and others who, encouraged
in their success achieved in the Restoration, schemed to expand
japan' 8 territory, while the latter pleaded a peaceful policy
with a view to developing domestic industries and enhancing the
happiness or the people. To the Shoburon Party beloned Elder Saigo,
the late count Tai suite Itagaki, the late uount Taneomi soyejima,
the late uount ShOjiro Goto, and the late Mr. Shimpei uto, while
the Shobunron party comprised the late prince Tomomi Iwakura, the
late Mr. Koin Kido, the late Mr. Toshimichi Okubo and the late
Marquis Shigenobu Okuma. naturally opinions differed between the
two parties and Ministerial changes were often brought about.
Even in the pre-Restoration days, difference existed between four
clans of Sasshu, uh03hu, Tosa and Hi go in Western Japan, but for
the purpose of overthrowing the Shogunate Government the four clans
acted as one body and it was therefore but natural that upon the
gsxxfcsfcut conclusion of the Restoration a stfife occurred among
these clans for supremacy.
advocated the subjugation of Korea but being refused they resigned
office. This was followed by the presentation to the Government
of a representation urging the establishment of a national Assembly
and the organization of a political party called the Aikokuto
^Patriotic PartyJ. in this way, a Political Party in a true sense
was organized on January 18th, 1874.
The Aikokuto, by the adoption of French theories, concentrated its
energy upon the expansion of the people's rights and the establish-
ment of a national Assembly, members of which are elected by all
classes.
In the latter part of 1873, Elder sal go and his lieutenants
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This, however, could scarcely be described as a political
party, but ix was the forerunner or political parties. Heal
political parties were not established until the parliament was
convoked in 1890, The political parties in Japan may be devided
into three periods:
1874 — 1881; organising period.
1881 — layu; preparatory period.
18«u — 1W22; developing and influential period.
*
OHAPiiwt 111.
iiiSJS OF VAttiOUS POLITICAL ASSUUiA'i AOiia, OtitfAfllZL «ti FJtniUD.
The foreign policy or the Tokugawa shogunate was that seclusion
as it was already stated, but Korea was allowed to trade with the
Japanese* Thus when the new government was established after the
Restoration, the matter was at once announced to Korea*
Korea was asked to continue the trade relation, but this was rejected
on the ground that the term or the notification involved Korea as
a subordinate country or japan. The rejection or ^orea stirred up
the minds or the leading orriciais or the government that it had be-
come the omy important question at issue and the government was
divided into two camps of peace and war* The former was led by iw*kura,
Kido and Okubo, and the latter by eider aaigo, itagaki and aoyejima.
The peace party, however, had got the upper hand over the advocates
of war like measures. Towards the close of 1873, first cabinet crisis
of the new government occured. soycjima resigned his post as minister
of Homo Affairs, and along with him saigo, itagaki, Goto and Eto left
the council of the state*
It is not necessary hers to state the arguments of the peace
party held, but the resignation of the leaders or the war party was
the imn§liate cause of the establishment of the political parties
in japan, hence i shall here briefly state the arguments or the peace
party* in December I8?i, an embassy headed by Iwakura and including
Kido, Qkubo and ito, visited America and Europe. During their tour
through America and Europe, they inspected the material wealth and
high progress of the western countries comparing with their own
country, juid on th3ir return to japan, they advocated the danger
of foreign complications and urged the economic development of the
people and the creation of 3trong military establishment.
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wo energy should therefore be wa ted upon the quarrel 3 on Korean
questions.
With the resignation or saigo, itagaki, uoto and £to of
the war party, the government was under complete control of the
peace party. Xhs influence of the public opinion had gradually
declined on the absolute control by the peace party, but the cry
of public civil right had intensiy spread among the people on the
other hand, by the advocacy of itaga&i, soyejima, Goto and ato,
who had retired from the government on account of the Korean
question,
.7hoy started the campaign for the establishment of an
elective assembly.
The famous memorial praying for the establishment of an
elective assembly, signed by soyejima, Goto, itagafci, £to, Mitsuoka
,
Yuxi, Komuro, Okamoto and suruzawa* was presented to the government
in January 1374, which in part wa3 aejf0I10W3:-
"?he people whose duty it i3 to pay taxes to the government
possess the right of sharing in their government »« affairs and of
approving or condemning. Thi3 being a principle universally acknow-
ledged it is not neoc33ary to waste words in discussing it. we
therefore humbly pray that the officials will not resist this great
truth. Those who ju3t oppose the establishment of a council-chamber
chosen by the people says:- "Our people wanting in culture and
intelligence, and have not yet advanced into the region of enlighten-
ment, it is too early yet to establish a council-chamber elected
by the people", if it really be as they say, then the way to give
to the people culture and intelligence and to cause them to advance
swiftly into the region of enlightenment is to establish a council-
chamber by the people. n
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The last paragraph of the manorial, which considered to bo
the essence, was as follows:-
wQur object in seeding to prove that a council-chamber eleoted
by the people ought to-day to be established in our country, and that
the degree of progress amongst the people of thi3 country is sufficient
for the establishment of such a council-chamber, is not to prevent
the officials from making use of various pretexts for opposing it,
but we are animated by the de3ire that by establishing such a
council-chamber public discussion in the empire may be established,
the spirit of the empire be roused to activity, the affection bet-
ween governors and governed be made greater, sovereign and subject
be brought^ o love each other, our imperial country be maintained and
its destinise be developed, and prosperity and peaoe be assured to
all."
The memorial brought the attention of the public, being well
received approval from different quarters, expecting a controversy
from Kato Hiroyu&i, the government! 3 champion, over the pros and
cons of representative government in Japan. One of the objections
for the establishment of a representative assembly, nr. Kato said
that "our country is not exactly barbarous but yet its civilisation
is far from perfect and the people are too prone to submissiveness*
This is greatly lamented. But if the government wishes to excite
in the people the spirit of activity and to teach them to take a share
in the conduct of the bu3ine33 of the empire, thi3 object is not be
obtained simply by the establishment of a deliberative assembly*
The only method of obtaining it is by the establi shming of schools
and thus nourishing the nation-* s intellect. The self-reliant and
active character of the pru33ian nation at the present day which has
at last raised it to the position of the most powerful nation in Europe,
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has not been due to the establishment of a deliberative assembly,
but to the fact that since the time of Fredrick 11, the Prussian
government has devoted itself to the cultivation of the people's
(1)
minds, 1*
For the filfulment of the object of establishing a representative
assembly, Itagaki and his friends formed the first political associa-
tion, the Aikoku-Koto, the patriotic party, on the same day of
presenting a memorial praying the establishment of a representative
assembly. The aim of the new political party was to be the maintenance
of popular rights and to enable the people to be self-governing.
This could scarcely be described, even loosely, as a political party,
but it was the forerunner of political parties. However, the honour
of establishing the first so-oalled political party in Japan belongs
to Itagaki, often called "the Rousseau of jfapan , * because he was
if
the most passionate advocate of the natural rights of man.
But these were still early days and the cause suffered severely
at the outset from the mistaken zeal of some of his friends, i'to
shimpei, one of political friends of Itagaki, former member of the
council of state, who had resigned from the government with itagaki
from the difference of the Korean question, and his name appeared a-
mong the signatories of the memorial for the establishment of a
representative assembly, threw all caution aside and in February, 1874,
brok6 cut in open revolt against the government. The uprising of
iito Shimpei, however, was at once suppressed by the government army.
Immediately after the failure of the outbreak of irto shimpei
end his resistance against the government on the plea of patriotism,
Itagaki returned to his native province of Tosa, vowing, however,
that he would devote his life to the cause of the inauguration of
U) J.G.D. P. 437-438.
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representative institutions. Ag an organ of propaganding his political
views in order to arouse public opinion, he established the first
local political association, the Kisshijdsha, showing his determina-
tion to adhere to what he considered his life work.
According to the manifesto of the Kisshisha, its object is
the same with the Alkoku-K.eto, which was already stated, the difference
is only in its name, iphe former was established in Kochi province
while the latter in Tokyo. Both are considered the origin of the
Jiyuto, the first formal political party in japan. There were two
gentlemen who supported Itagafci for the establishment of the Kisshisha.
There Kataoka icenkichiand Uyeki Yemori, who also were the keen advo-
caters of popular right and liberal ideas. Political ideas had made
the most development in the province of Kochi, and which had spread
to the neighboring provinces, where similar political associations
had been established, jt was rather a strange coincidence that liber-
al ideas in Japan had been spread from the mountains in Eochi pre-
fecture as liberal ideas la kuropo were originated in the mountains
of Germany.
Since the Hisshisha was established, several adherents of
popular right had spread up in various provinces, and urged the
estabilslaaent of a representative assembly, exposing freely the evils
of bureaucratic system of the government, which was then existed.
The newspapers then reported nothing but severe criticism on the
government, which was not then suppressed easily by the influence
of the government. «phe government was finally forced to announce the
opening of an assembly of the local government officials, as a step
towards the creation of a representative assembly, as a testimony
showing that the government was not despotic.

X7
The Imperial message to this effect announced on May 3,1874,
was as follows:
"In accordance with the meaning of the Oath taken by Me at
the commencement of my reign as a gradual development of its policy,
I am convening an assembly of representatives of the whole nation
so as by the help of public discussion to ordain laws, thus opening
up the way of harmony between governors and governed and of the
accomplishment of national desires and j trust by ensuring to each
subjects throughout the nation an opportunity of peacefully pursuing
his vacation to awaken them to a sense of the importance of matters
u)
of state."
I have therefore issued this constitution of a deliberative
assembly providing for the convening of the chief officials of the
different local jurisdictions and for their meeting and deliberating
(1)
as the representative of the people.
"
This is not a deliberative asseirbly of the people, but it
was undoubtedly a step towards the creation of a representative
assembly. Itagaki and his political friends, however, were very
dissatisfied with ne^Lnstitution since no representatives of the
people were admitted in* the meeting of local authorities.
In January 1875, a meeting was arranged by ito and inouye
between Okubo, then most powerful man in the government, end Itagaki,
vldo, Goto and soyejima, great leaders of the opposition, the object
being to adjust the differences between the leaders of the government
and its opposition. As the result of the meeting a reconciliation
took place, ^ido and Itagaki re-entered in the government service,
accepting their old office of councillors of state, on the condition
that a representative assembly should be established.
U) J.G.D. P. 506.
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Soon after Kido and Itagaki entered the government, an Imperial
proclamation announcing the creation of the privy council and the
higher court or appeal was issued, which was as follows:-
*It is Our desire not to restrict Ourselves to the maintenance of
the five principles which we swore to preserve, cut to go still
further and enlarge the circle of domestic reforms.
with this in view we now establish the privy council to enact
laws for the Empire, and the higher court of appeal to consolidate
the Judicial authority of the courts. By also assembling representatives
from the various provinces of the Empire, the public mind will be
best known and the public interest best consulted and in this manner
the wisest systems of administration will be determined.
The imperial proclamation thus laid the foundation of a represen-
tative assembly, making the privy council an upper house and the
meeting of the local officials a lower house, and the court of appeal
an independent juridicial office •
on the 17th of March the four officials mentioned were oommanded
to make investigations together regarding the constitutions of the
government, and as a result of their report on their enquiries,
the X sa-in and the U-in were abolished, T^e reunion officials
circles, however, was not of long duration, in the autumn of 1875,
the Anyokan, a Japanese cruiser, was fired on by Koreans in the
vicinity of Kokwa island and the xiuestion again arose whether or
not war should be declared, Itagaki favoured vigorous measures while
the the civil war was in progress it was feared that disaffection
might spread to other parts of the empire, and Itagaki returned to
Tosa in order to exercise a restraining influence upon his followers*
{1} J,G.D. P. lAVll
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In 1877, the famous Sat soma rebellion broke out led by
salgo Tamori against the government, but it was suppressed after
only about six months' fighting, Itagaki though he was a friend of
Saigo remained neutral duirng the rebellion since his policy was
to fight against the government not with foroe but by peaceful
method of public opinion* He wanted to establish a representative
aseembly by reason, toot by force, while the war of the rebellion
was going on, Itagaki, the founder of the Risshisha in Tosa and
the Alkokueha in Osaka, was lecturing to young men in his native
province of Tosa on popular rights and the necessity of establishing
a representative assembly. In April 1878, itagftki dispatched Sugita
Teichi, icuribara rtyoichi, uyeki yemori and Yasuoka Miohitavo to
various provinces in Japan on a political campaign tour, with an
object of establishing local political organisations or enlisting
adherents in different parts of the country. The establishment of a
representative assembly was the object of itagaki and hi 3 followers.
The political campaign tour of gugita and three others were so
successful that about twenty one branches of the Aikokusha were
established in various provinces of Japan in one or two years.
The establishment of a representative assembly was the object which
all these associations had in view, and the immediate adoption of
parliamentary government was the prayer of every petition or memorial
they addressed to the authorities. The members of the political
societies wars drawn chiefly from the ranks of the student class,
but the leaders were men of position and principle, and proved
themselves capable of sustainted interest in the main object of the
movement.

In March 188U a grand meeting of the Aikokusha and the
representatives of the its branches was held in Osaka when the
name of the Aikokusha was changed into the Kokkai Kisei Dome! Kai,
the United Association for the establishment of a representative
assembly. A resolution was adopted at the same time that the united
association shall not be dissolved until the final object of
establishing a representative assembly be succeeded and an annual
grsnd meeting shall hereafter be held in Tokyo, making Tokyo as
their head office. Moreover, each branch throughout the country,
held a similar meeting and sent a petition to the government, asking
them to establish a representative assembly* They had used all the
methods in the way of interesting the people in popular right for
(2;
the accomplishment of a representative assembly.
The Kokkai Kisei Domelkai had sent several petitions to
the government on various occasions for the establishment of a
national assembly, which was not only headed by the government, but
on the other hand their movements were oftern suppressed by them.
In November 1881 the name of the Kokkai Kisei Eomei Kai was changed
into the Dai wippon Kokkai Yushi Kai, an association of persons in
sympathy with the idea of establishing a parliament in Japan,
On the other hand, the government allowed them almost
absolute freedom in propagating their views, but finally becoming
alarmed, the regulations for public meetings and associations
were issued in April, 1880, which practically suppressed the agitation.
The various political associations scarttered throughout the
country with their aim of establishing a national assembly, now
found themselves within reasonable distance of goal. The next step
to be taken was to organize a political party with fixed principles
{2) T. Kudo, M«idi Kenseishi, vol. 1 P. 145.
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based upon the idea of freedom. Thus Jiyuto, the liberal party, was
established. The platform of the party was as fonows:-
1, Enlaring the freedom of the people and extending their
rights,
2, Increasing the progress of the nation and promoting the
welfare of the people,
3, Belie^ng in the equality of the people,
4, Bsliveing that constitutional government i3 best befitting
to Japan,
The liberal party was undoubtedly the forerunner of the
Jiyuto, liberal party, which has become one of the leading political
parties in Japan, but Its influence was hardly recognized until it
was re-organized in 1881 by the amalgamation of the Dai Mippon
Kokkai KisdDomei K.ai, after the JUnperor had promulgated his promise
to establish a national assembly from 1890,
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CHAPTER IV
ESTABLISHMENT OF POLITICAL PARTIES FOR THE CONVOCATION OF THE DIET.
(PREPARAT CRY PERIOD)
.
The question of the proposed sale of the property in the
Hokkaido "by the colonial commission at the middle of 1881, brought
an uproar in Tokyo, which suddenly caused the Emperor to promise
that a parliament should he assembled in 1890. ^he definite promise
to convoke a parliament in 1890 had made politics of muoh more
interest and more active throughout the country, and in fact, the
political parties in japan were established immediately after the
promulgation of the parliamentary rescript, Thererore, I shall here
briefly state the question of the colonial commission before stating
the rise of the political parties.
The colonial commission had been established in 1869 to ;
develop the Hokicaido, and from the beginning of its career up to
1880, the government had annually spent one million yen on various
enterprises, the total amount the government had defrayed being
Yen 14,096,440 in twelve years. General Kuroda, who was the chief
of the commission, proposed in 1881 to wind up its affairs by selling
the enterprises for the amount of Yen 300,000 to a private company
on the ground that little success had resulted from the expenditure
(1)
of such a large sum of public money. The government sanctioned a
project to soli the enterprises for a conspicously small sum*
Opposition, however, had developed in Tokyo under the leadership of
Qkuma Shigenobu, then minister of Finance.
The question had stirred up the government officials as well
as the people, and specially all the newspapers in Japan strongly
criticised the sanction, saying that the action of the colonial
{!) K. Wakabayashi, Dainihon seitoshi, P. 190.
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commission involved a scandal, sacrificing the profit of the govern-
ment for the private benefit of a company. On the other hand, nearly
every day and evening mass meeting were held at the public halls
as well as in the theatres, in Tokyo and in other large cities in
Japan, accusing Kuroda and other officials in the colonial commission
as grafters. The situation was such the government found that unless
a promise of convoking a parliament be given, the high pressure of
agitation and mob attemps of the people would not be slackened.
Under these circumstances an Imperial Decree was issued October
12, 1881, promising to establish a constitutional form of govern-
ment, a parliament in lsao.
From this time on the interest of the people was concentrated
on the establishment of real political parties with difinite princi-
ples for the preparation of the forthcoming session of the parlia-
ment, which will be convoked from 1890. Up to this time two political
factions were existed as it was already stated in the previous
chapter, the Kokkai Kisei Kai and the Liberal party, both established
for the same purpose to pray for the establishment of a representative
assembly. Their long achieved hope had now been realized, and a
determination was assured at to organize a political party with fixed
principles based upon the idea of freedom. With this object in view,
the Kokkai Kisei Kai was amaigamted in October 1881 to the Jiyuto,
the liberal party, appointing Itagaki as president and Nakashima
aobuyuki as vice-president. For the first time in the history of
political parties in Japan, the real political party was founded by
(1)
Itagaki, with the following manifesto;
(1) sashihara, laeiji Seishi, vol. 11. P. 1167.
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1. The extension or freedom, preservation of right, increase
of happiness and improvement of social conditions.
2. The estabiisiment of a good constitutional form of govern-
ment*
3. To work together with others who have the same principle and
object.
Following the establishment of the Liberal party by ltagaki,
another political party, The RikKen Kaishinto, Constitutional pro-
gressive party, was established in March 1882 by Okuma Shigenobu*
There are three leading statesmen in Japan, who have rendered more
service for the development of party politios in Japan. They are
uount ltagaki, the founder of the liberal party, Marquis Okuma, the
founder of the constitutional progressive party and prince Ito, the
founder of the Hikken Seiyukai, the constitutional party. When the
question of the colonial commission was at its highest pitch, Okuma
suggested that government establish a representative assembly in
1883, which was rejected, and instead there appeared an Imperial
Kescript promising the desired institution in 1890. Okuma immediately
resigned his office and his political friends forced him to establish
a political party, the constitutional reform party under the leader-
ship of Okuma. The programme of the party was enunciated as followet-
1. The preservation of the dignity of the Imperial House and
the perfecting of the happiness of the people*
2. Internal reform to be the principle and in view and the
national right 3 to be extended.
3. Locnl self-government and restriction of central! nation.
Sashihara, Meiji seishi, vol. .11 P. 1273.
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4. Extension of the franchaise with the progress of the society.
5. Negotiations with foreign oountries in regard to points of
policy to be limited and commercial negotiations strengthened.
6. The principle of hard money system to be maintained.
Following th3 establishment of the liberal and constitutional
parties, another political party the Rikken Teiseito, constitutional
imperial party, wa3 established by Fukuchi Oenichiro, Maruyama Saraku,
Midzuno Torajiro and Hada Kyosuks in March 1383, as an opponent of
the more advanced and popular parties. The programme of the party was
(1)
as follows:-
I. The opening of the Diet in 1890, which the party accepted as
determined by imperial rdinance.
3. Approval of the constitution as it should be determined by
Imperial Order.
3. The sovereign power lies in the Emperor, but its exercises
is governed by the constitution.
4. There should be two houese in the Diet.
5. Members mu3t have certain qualifications.
S. The Diet to di3CU33 and settle laws.
7. The final determination of quc3tions to rest with the
Emperor,
3. Naval and military men to keep aloof from politics.
9. Judicial officers to be independent with the gradual competi-
tion of the judicial system.
10.Public freedom of meeting and speech in so far as it does not
interfere with national tranquility.
II. The existing paper money system to be gradually changed
for convertible paper money.
U; Sashihara, vol. 11 P. 1391.
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The liberal partly was organized on the basis of Spencer's
social equality principle and rtou33eau* s democracy, under these
doctrinea, all m3n enjoy the right of liberty and even Sovereign
have no power to deprive men or this right. Sons of Royal families
and poor persona alifce are therefore entitiled to exercise the right
of liberty. Logically no restriction whatever can be placed on any
idea pronounced by any person, in bringing ^pressure to bear upon
any action of an individual or individuals a state must necessarily
obtain the consent of the populace, in fact, a state simply carries
out what is desired by its people. It is further pointed out that a
state is a common property of a people residing thereon and officials
may be regarded public servants, and as such they are in no way
superior to ordinary individuals and in some cases inferior to the
latter, under such doctrine, efforts were made to expand the people's
rights and also to break down such evil oust one a3 to respect officials
and despise common people. «jihc adoption of a single House system for
a national Assembly was also advocated under the principles of
equality and liberty for all classes. Members for a national assembly
must be elected by all classes.
The progressive party is organized on the basis of the British
constitutional regime and ha3 tried from its beginning for the applica-
tion of the British essence to our country. Okuma, in a representation
submitted to the government in 1881, urged the enactment of a consti-
tution, the organization of a national assembly on the basis of two
houses system, the adoption of a restricted election law in view of
the existence of the rich and the poor, the formation of a responsible
cabinet on the basis of a political party, and the development of local
autonomy in lieu of the centralization of power.
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In fact, tho policies or the progre33ivs party were real and definite,
laying great stress upon the importance of developing economics and
enriching tho state and people. The progressionists, through eager for
the adoption of a progressive principle as the Liberals, were not so
extreme as were the liberlas and have always adopted a moderate
policy. The progressive party was thu3 composed of the moderates and
others above the middle class of society, and for this reaosn some
radicals regarded progressive party a3 an assembly of cowards and
white livered persons.
»phe constitutional imperial party was nearly in the same position
as the 0avalier3 in England in the day3 of 1500 who guarded the
British Throne. The object Of the. Imperial party was to protect the
Imperial uourt by the execution of sovereign power and then to shield
the government under the influenoe of sovereignty. The party men
first made public a statement relating to the origin of Takama-ga-hara
t Japanese Olympus;, tho centre of Japanese mythology, and then dwelt
on the unbrok3n line of the Throne lasting for more than 3500 years.
the party further advocated that J*pan radically differs from other
countries in the west in her national organization and urged upon
the people the wisdom of protecting and maintaining the national
organization for generations. The advocacy of liberalism, declared the
party, was aimed at the destruction of the national organization*
therefore tho so-called conservatives and other elements who were
dissatisfied with the actions of the progressionists and liberals
assembled under the banner of the Teiseito. The Shinto priests and
other classes of priests, all of whom are of conservative type, wel-
comed the party doctrine.
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The liberal party adopted an absolutely libers! principle and
advocated radical ideas. The Teiseito (Imperial constitutional party)
supported a conservative principle and protected the autocratic
administration. The Kaishinto (Progressive party; adopted a medium
policy and insisted on the organization of a national assembly on the
basis of two Houses system and the enactment of a restricted elective
law, a policy which had a close resemblance to that of the Teiseito,
however, opposed an interference policy of the government and advocated
an autonomy, and in this respect the Kaishinto wad Quite near the
liberals. Like the Teiseito, the Kaishinto was opposed any Sudden
political change and insisted on the adoption of a systematic progressive
method, but the Kaishinto differed from the Teiseito in that it advo-
cated the urgent necessity of reforming domestic affairs and then the
adoption of such policy as to expiand the national power abroad.
Hcn-interference policy in regard Ha class war between the rich and
(1)
poor was the characteristic of the Kaishinto,
Notwithstanding the fact that there was a marked difference
between the three parties as indicated above, the liberal and pro-
gressive parties have co-eperatGd against the Bureaucratic government
and the Teiseito which imposed heavy taxes upon the people and hated
the liberalism. The liberals operated on the theories advanced by
French scholars, while the progressionists followed in the footsteps
of political parties in England, With the progress of times a wide
gulf was created between the liberals and progressionists owing to
a difference of principles. At that time, the "Yubin Kochi", the
"Tokyo-Yokohama Mainichi w
,
the "uhoya" and other newspapers which
had hitherto sided with the liberals altered their attitude and joined
the progressionists. The "Jiyu-Shimbun" alone acted as an organ of the
UJ i'akegoshi, bhinnlhonshi, vol, 1, f. 225.
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liberals. Towards the end of 1982, 30me organs of the progressionists
printed articles stating that the proposed-the-world tour by Itagaki,
leader of the liberals, was due to a secret understanding with the
government. The liberals were greotly irritated at the publication
of such information.
Taking advantage of this situation, the government went so far
to instigate the liberals with a view to creating a dissension bet-
ween the two parties. Mr. g. ttirusawa, cheif editor of the JiyH
Shimbun", published a series of editions! denouncing the progressionists,
while in power had committed irregularities and destroyed the currency
system by issuing paper notes at random. Further, it was pointed
out that Okuma. has established close relations with Mitsubishi and
company for the purpoer of benefitting his party. Immediate measures
must therefore be taken to bring pressure to bear upon Mitsubishi
and company. Following this argument, an agitation was started against
the progressionists by such leading politicians as Hoshi Toru and
others held political mass meeting to crush tnfeft* A state of war was
scon declared between the two political parties, which were thus
caught in a trap laid by the government. Thereupon the government
ignored and despised the opposition parties and the result was that
the Teiseito was dissolved in the autumn of 1883.
This was because the Government ignored opposition parties such as
the Kaiahinto progressive; and Jiyuto (Liberals;.
A wide gulf existed between the progressive and Liberals at the time.
Liberals were then converted into the Gekishinto or Radicals who
were further converted into the Kakum3ito or Revolutionists. The latter
thought '.that neither argument nor speech will prove efficacious in
Okuma Shigenobu, leader of the Zaishinto,
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improving the Administration and that should thoy start anti-Govorn-
ment movement all classes of the people would flock under their
standard in the hope of upsetting the Government. A suppressive
policy taken by local Governors for the mere purpose of pleasing the
uentral Government has caused the Liberals or Revolutionists to
entertain such idea as stated above. Governor T. Mishima. of Fukushima
prefecture was a typical bureaucrat of the kind. The manner in which
Governor Mishima entertainted Ministers of State wis disgraceful in
the extreme. Under his suppressive policy, the Liberals in pukushima
prefecture were seriously handicapped. Kven the people of Fukuoka
prefecture became disgusted with Governor Mishima. Availing them-
selves of such situation, Mr. Hironaka Kono and other Liberals planned
to start an ant i-government agitation in Fukushima in the autumn of
1883 but this plot was disclosed by the police with the result that
Mr. Kono and others were imprisoned.
The step so far taken by the authorities was regarded as a
signal to cruch opposition parties and the police acted accordingly.
The consequence was that many Liberals were arrested and imprisoned.
The aiorth-eaetern district and Echigo province were regarded as
hot-beds of the Liberals, while Mr> Kono and others were still kept
in detention in Fukushima, some 50 Liberals in Echigo province were
also arrested an imprisoned. 7he latter fhg 1 have organized
an association called the Tenchuto (Heavenly Punishment Party; for
the purpose of assassinating ministers of State. With the exception
of Akai and H. Inouye, both of whom were original schmers of the above
plot, all the others were released. Such high-handed measure taken by
the government have greatly paralyzed Opposition party.
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In July, prince Iwakurn who was tho pillar of the State
and Government died of illiness. In August, prince Ito returned
home from Germany, Since the retirement of Marquis Okuma from Govern-
ment service, prince ito and Marquis Inouye were the principal factors
in dealing with affairs of State, ito had no fi*ed policy and in
character he was conservative and aristocratic. Like politicians of
Great Britain and France, Ito tried to organize a big political
party for the purpose of fighting opposition parties, Ito caused the
TeiseitO (Imperial Administration Party; to fi$rfc Opposition Parties
but he lacked such courage as to expose himself at the front as in
battles in feudal days.
While in Germany, Ito often visited Hianark from whom he
learned in the imperial Household Department. Thus the Imperial
tourt became closely associated with politics and friends of prince
Ito were given high offices at the Imperial Household Department.
Opposition Parties schemed to overthrow the Bureaucratic
government but their scljpie was not easily realized. Strange to say,
the people were rather indifferent towards politics and did not take
any Interest in party strife. Thereupon some politicians in the
Opposition camp became Government officials , while others retired
from political secrets of foreign and domestic policies, ito became
convinced that it was possible for him to organize a Ministry with-
out the backing of any political party and thus to carry. out the
Administration, in so doing, he saw the necessity of approaching the
Throne as far as possible, no matter what will be the relation
between the Government and people. Upon his return home, Ito became
minister of imperial Household and in April, 1884, he organized an
Official organization Investigation Bureau, and returned home.
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Meanwhile uount Itagaki, leader of the old Liberal Party,
returned from Europe, Before visiting Europe, Itagaki was under
the impression that under the great pcinciples of liberty and
equality administration abuses must first be remedied.
Upon his return from Europe, Itagaki thought it more important to
improve and enhance the status of living and society than the
improvement of administration, ^uch attitude tfcken by Itagaki
had greatly disappointed the Liberals who anticipated that itagaki,
on his return from JLurope, will advocate Liberalism more earnestly
than before, «phe result was that the Liberal Party was dissolved
in October, 1883.
prior to this, the Teiseito was already dissolved and now
the Liberal party followed suit as above stated. Some members of
the Progressive proposed to dissolve the Party but many younger
members insisted that the progressive Party should maintain its
existence as a political party, Marquis Okuma, Mr, Hironaka Kono
and others who were once in Government service seceded from the
Progressive Party which, however, remained intact. Seeing that
there is no barrier to interrupt his progress, prince Ito in
December, 1885, abolished the office of Daijokan (Supreme Administ-
ration Office; and established a uabinet (aaikaku; instead. The
title of minister of $tate was then altered from Kyo to Dai j in, the
new Office of Prime Minister being inaugurated. The New Office of
the ministers of the Imperial Household and uourt councillors were
also inaugurated, thereby paving the way for the inauguration of
Supreme Office of Genre or_ -glder Statesmen in the future, prince
ito himself assumed the Premiership and Marquis K. Inouye was
appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs.
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Marquis Inouye was really a courageous statesman, in the early
days of the Meiji ttra when Toshlmichl Okubo was in the ascendency,
both prince Ito and Marquis Okuma were content in serving under
him but Marquis Inouye as minister of Finance refused to obey
Okubo 1 e order. Marquis Inouye lacked patience and endurance as a
poll ticiaB but he was a clever and courageous man an endeavoured
to accomplish what other statesmen could not do.
The question of revising the Treaties wa3 really a difficult
•undertaking on the part of Government at the time and Marquis
Inouye made up his mind to accomplish this undertaking* Thi3 was why
he allowed prince Ito to take up the office of premier*
In the spring of 1887 when the Government's plan to revise
the Treaties was made public, Mr, Boussonard, A French Adviser to the
Department of Justice, warned the Government to re-consider its plan
which he feared would prove highly disadvantageous and dangerous to
Japan, if carried out. Viscount Tani, minister of Agriculture and
commerce, also warned the Government on the subject, A popular
agitation csued Inouye to abandon his plan to revise the Treaites
and on July 29th the Government informed thi3 fact to all Foreign
Diplomatic representatives in Tokyo, Inouye resinged the office of
Foreign Affairs and shortly afterward Viscount Tani also resigned
office. Availing themselves of such situation, opposition parties
started movements to overt hrwo the Ito Ministry.
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CHAPTER V,
TREATY REVISION QUESTION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF DAI DODAMET SU.
(PREPARATORY PERIOD)
Since the dissolution of the Riklcsn Tei3eitc (Constitutional
Imperial Administrative Party) in 1883, various pasties were
paralyzed and the situation remained gloomy for some time.
In 1885 when the Ito-inouyo ministry was organized, Marquis Inouye,
minister of Foreign Affairs, planned to modify the Treaties of this
object. Marquis Inouye earnestly advocated the adoption of manners
and customs in other civillfced countries and the wisdom of revising
laws and regulations of this country on Western lines, A Law inves-
tigation Bureau was inaugurated in the Foreign office and the Marquis
himself was in charge of the Bureau. Marquis jnouye futher advocated
the study of foreign languages among the Japanese and went so far as
to interfere with religions in the country, urging the people to
prefer the Chri stain faith to other religions. The consequence was
that the famous Rokumeikan building became a rendezvous for dancing
and other performences day and night, the standard of morels among
the people having become degenerated. Many patriotic denounced such
a policy of the government, declaring that the Stats was on the brink
of ruin. In ^priijiHS?, Lieut-General viscount Tani, minister of
Agriculture and Commerce, who was the leader of the Churitsusha, a
political party in Tosa, returned home from fiurope whither he went
on mission to study industrial systems and on seeing the degeneracy
of the ^.to-lnouye Administratioxfyiscount Tani submitted a representation
to his colleagues, urging the latter not to revise the Treaties on
concession, to economize the administration expenditure, to refrain
from luxury, not to adopt German methods, to adopt a strong foreign
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policy, to exercise frugality and to fo3tsr national power,
viscount Tani's argument was of no avail because the Government was
composed of elements of the Sasshu and Choshu clans. On July 26th,
1887, viscount Tani resigned office.
Meanwhile anti-Government propaganda steadily gained influence
among the populace who "became disgusted with the ito*lnouye admini-
stration, the consequence being that the action of the Conservatives,
including Viscount Tani, was much appreciated. Many members of the
Liberals assumed such attitude as to join hands with the conservatives.
The policy of the conservatives coincided with argument advocated by
the Teiseito (Imperial Administration party) 14 years ago, both Parties
advocating the loyalty to the Throne and the preservation of national
charaterictics as far as possible. The conservatives led by Viscount
Tani continued to grow in influence and later an Association called
the Nippon Club was organized by viscount Tani, Marquis Chokun Aeano,
Lieut-General Viscount Koyata Torio and others including remnants of
the Teiseito which was dissolved, ^he Teiseito shielded the Clan
Government and thus lost the popular confidence. On the other hand,
the conservatives attacked the Government and won popular favour.
The foundation of the Kaishinto ^progressive) and the Jiyuto Uiberals)
became consolidated and there was no room left for young men.
Accordingly ambitious young men joined the Conservatives which
thus grew in dimensions and influence,
with a view to opposing the ito-±nouye Administration,
Lieut-General Torio organized apolitical party called the chusei^ha
under the standard of the c rvatives.
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Prior to thi3, General Torio vi3ited Jiurope and on his return home
he advocated the wisdom of expanding the authority of the now-defunct
Genroinv present Pricy uouncil) as in European countries but his
suggestion was not adopted. In November, 1388, General Torio made a
public declaration urging a thorough reform in the Administration
and the preservation of national char at eristic,
(1)
The declaration contained the following provisions:-
{!) . That the uhuseiha will exercise its function as a political
party among various political parties in the country,
tf3;. That the uhuseiha win respect the uonstitution, proteot the
Throne and uphold the people's rights.
K3) . That the uhu3siha will not hesitate in carrying out the Gre*t
Principles of the State and exercising its proper funotions.
14;. That the uhuseiha deem3 it imperative that both Houses of the
Imperial Diet and the Legislative gureau shall exercise their
authority within the sfchere grancea by the uonstitution.
That the chu3siha considers it wise to carry out administration
on the basis of strict economy, to foster national strength and to
achieve a success in the administration for the futjJurs.
in February, 1888, when Marquis Okuma tthen Uountj succeeded
Marquis Inott/e as minister of Foreign Affairs, he made it his object
to carry out a revision of the treaties. The Kai shinto ^progressive;
led by Uarquis Ukuma was converted into a Government party.
Thereupon the uonservative3 in conjunction with the Liberals assumed
an antagonistic attitude against the progressives, who were advocates
of the Government since 1882, and with the backing of Marquis Asano,
Viscount Torio and Miura, started a movement against the government.
U; Wakabayashi, Daiiiihon Seitoshi, P. 403.
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The London Times of April 9th, 1889, printed an article giving
an outline of the proposed revision of the Treaties* On the basis
of this artcile, the conservatives denounced the foreign policy of
Marquis okuma who become a target of criticism on all sides. The
proposal to revise the Treaties was abandoned in consequence.
The Treaty Kevision question was a difficult problem pending
for many years. Marquis Inouye's pain to revise the Treaties ended
in failure and his immediate successor, Marquis Okuma, wished to
open separate negotiations with each of other Powers on the subject,
upon the publication of the Okuma' s plan for a revision of the
Treaties, the "Nippon Shimbun", an organ of the Conservatives,
attacked the Government pointing out that the Okuma'^s plan, if carried
out, would impst r the prestige of the country viewed from a legal
standpoint.
viscount Tani, together with Mr. Shiro Shiba, Mr. Tomofuea
Sasa and others, left Tokyo for the ftorth-^astern district on a
political tour and urged upon the local people the necessity of
starting productive enterprises by availing themselves of natural
rescourccs in the district which under the Okuma plan might even-
tually pass into the hands of other Powers. The result was that a
general movement was started against the proposed revision of the
Treaties throughout the country. A large number of so-called patriots
and "eoshi" from the provinces flocked into Tokyo where anti-govern-
ment meetings were held day and night. The principal elements in the
Conservative camp at the time comprised the following:—
wakabayashi, Dainihonshi, P. 412*
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The uhuseiha under the leadership of Viscount Tani
whose organ was the "Kashu Shinron",
12;. The Meijikaiha under the leadership of count Sasaki
whose organ was the nMei;jikaishoshi n ,
i 3 j • The Asanoha under the leadership of Marquis Asano,with
Viscount Tani as chief lieutenant, whose organ was the
nidppon«
«
^4;. «rhe Kotenkokyujoha under the leadership of count Sasaki
whose organ was the "Kotenkokyujo-kegi",
l5j. ijihe Uengotorishirabeha under the leadership of Viscount
Hijikata whose right-hand man was Baron Takasaki,
1 6;. The Sonnohebutsu-Daidodan which had no leader and which
had the "Dai do shimpo" as an organ,
1 7;, The New conservatives who had no leader and who had an organ
called the " Nippon-jin".
In October, 1889, Marquis Okuma was assaulted by a "soshi* with
the resuTc that he los*: one of hi 3 leg. Marquis Okuma then resigned
office* The question of revising the Treaties was consequently
abandoned. In other words, the anti-Treaty parties won a victory.
If the anti-rreaty Parties were actually political parties in a true
sense they have grasped the situation and established a government of
their own. On November 3rd, the Birthday Anniversary of the iinperor
Meiji, the anti-Treaty Parties and the Nippon utub were formally
dissolved in spite of the fact that the convocation of the first
session of the Imperial Diet was near at hand. The attitude so far
taken by these Parties had elicited public approbation.
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Taking advantage of the popular agitation against the plan
of the Ito-inouye ministry to revise the Treaties in 188?, uount
shojiro Goto advocated the urgent necessity of a union of various
parties with a view to attacking the government. In the opposition
camp, there were the old Liberals, progressives and conservatives,
all of which started an agitation against the proposal to revise the
Treaties. However, there was none who was well qualified in assuming
the sole command or these parties, uount it agaki, leader of the Liberal
was in hi a native country in western Japan at the time. Marquis
Okuma, since his retirement from his politics! life in 1884, refrained
from taking on active part in politics. Viscount Tani, alone as a
leader of an opposition party, started an agitation against the
Government but he was too conservative to co-operate with advocates
of liberalism, seeing this, count Goto made up his mind to oarry out
his 'scheme and on October 3rd, 1887, he held a meeting at the
sanyentei at Shiba Park, Tokyo.
Addressing the meeting, uount Goto called attention to the fact that
that the prestige of the country abroad was fast declining while
patriotism and the loyalty to the Throne which constitute the
foundations of the State were rendered only nominal. If such a
deplorable situation wa3 allowed to drag on the fate of japan would
be sealed. At this critical moment, remarked uount Goto, patriots
should laid aside trifling differences and co-operate for the sake
of the State and people. Those present at the meeting, were so
greatly impressed by uount Goto's statement that they took the oath
to effect a Union of various parties as schemed by Goto himself.
An Association called the uhoi ulub was organized by uount
(1)
Goto whe issued the following statement :-
U; Sashihara, M«iji Seishi, vol. 11 P. 1653.
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whereas views of various parties in different places of the
country coincide with each other, there is no organ through which
to co-operate. Nothing can he more regrettable than the lack of
such an organ, A club is therefore established to meet the pressing
need of time. It is to be hoped that the same organs will be establi-
shed in all parts of the oountry in order to realize the object of
view.
The following were the rules of the new ulub:-
(1). The ulub has for its object the facility of communications
and the promotion of friendly relations among its members,
(2; Anyone whose views coincide with those of the ulub in a
general outline and who is recognized by promoters of the
ulub may be enrolled as a members. It i3, however, requested
that local inhabitants who desire to become members of the
ulub must necessarily be in such a position as to exchange
correspondence with the ulub by representing a group of
individuals or public bodies,
(3;, The expenditure of the ulub shall be absolutely borne
by promoters only,
uount Goto had, in reality, the organization of the ulub and
his object was ultimately realized. In other words, the proposed
revision of the Treaties was abandoned and Marquis Inouye resigned
the portfolio of Foreign Affairs,
Seeing that opposition parties are daily growing in influence,
the Government caused Viscount Kencho Suyematsu, Director of the
Prefecture! Administration Bureau in the Home office, and others
to draft Peace preservation Law as a final measure and under date
of December 2bth, 1887, the Law as promulgated and enforced immediately.
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Between the 26th and 28th of that month some 570 politicians and others
who were opposed to the Government were deported to the district
bey on., several miles from Tokyo. This is generally known as cous
d'etat of 1887.
The step so far taken by the government was tantamount to
a policy adopted by ftapolena 111, who, by the enforcement of a
Peace preservation Law, expelled his political enemies and also to
the measure taken by the German Government and the British conserva-
tive Government in dealing with the Socialists and the Irish
question respectively.
Notwithstanding the oppression of the government, count
Goto continued the propagation of Daido-Danketsu, namely the Union
of various political parties in the country. In April, 1888, politicians
of the worth-eastern district held a meeting at the Matusbakan at
the city of Fukushima with the object of pushing forward the
above object. The meeting was attended by over 300 persons, 3mong
them being count Goto and those deported from Tokyo under the
pesce preservation Act. «phe local authorities at once sent a police
force^o the meeting to provide for emergency. On April 3Qth premier
Ito resigned and was succeeded by count Kuroda. On June 1st count
Goto with the backing of Mr. Masami Oishii, Mr. Seiichi Takimoto and
other leading politicians published a politics! magaelne for the
propagation of Daido-Danketsu, In which it was pointed out that for
the carrying out of the union of various parties it is important
to cruch the government, to enable opposition parties to gain
influence in the Imperial Diet and to adopt a strong foreign policy
as far sas possible.
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On March 3rd, 1889, uount Goto entered the cabinet as minister
of communication, prior to this, count Itagaki in Tosa advised
count Goto to enter the Ministry and devote hi 3 energy to the interest
of the State, Premier Kuroda was at the same time warned by uount
Itagaki to admit Count QOto into the Ministry, At that time the
ministry was in favour of a proposal to strengthen its foundations
by inviting such influential patriots and leaders as uount Goto
and Itagaki to join the Ministry and this was the reason why uount
Goto was given the potfolio of uommuni cations.
Upon the entry of count Goto into the Ministry, question has
arisen as to the future of Daido-Danketsu. Those uabinet ministers
who were closely connected with count Goto desired to help him to
the last but a majority of ministers were opposed to such a measure.
Thus a split occurred among members of the Cabinet,
At the time the Dal do-Banket su was effected under the leadership
of count rtOto, manay members of the Liberia Party joined it,
Mr, K, Inukoi who was with the progressives at the time also joined
the Daido-Danketsu. Mr, Inukai, together with Mr. M. Oishi, Mr, 8,
Suhehiro and others who enjoyed the confidence of count Goto, devised
various plans for the sake of the Daido-Danketsu. Owing to the fact
that the Daido-Danketsu was composed of different elements, no
uniform action was taken and various abuses were brought about.
Plans of Mr. Inukai, ^r. Oishi and others to purity the corrupt
atmosphere of the Daido-Danketsu, Danketsu were of no avail and the
result was the breaking up of the Daido-Danketsu in ^pril» Elements
belonging to the Seishaha in the Daido-Danketsu established a
political party called the Dai do Club while anti-Seishaha elements
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organized another party called the Dai do Kyowakai.
The following are the rules of the Dai do Clubt-
^1). To strengthen the national power of Japan as an independent
country.
(2;. To realize the organization of a responsible Ministry.
(3J. TO adjust finances and foster national strengths
(4j. t° secure the freedom of speech and organizing various
todies,
Mr, Kentaro Oi and others belonging to anti-Seishaha held
a meeting at Yanagibaehi on May 10th, at which were present 84
representatives from various districts. The Dai do Kyowakai was thus
organized, prior to this, count Goto asked count Itagaki to come to
Tokyo to help him in his efforts to prevent the dissolution of th6
Dai do-Danketsu. Thereupon count Itagaki came to Tokyo but his efforts
ended in failure. On January 21st, 1890, the ceremony of re-organizing
the Liberal Party was conducted at the flakamur&-ro,ityogoku* Tokyo,
e.t which 1,000 persons were presented. Mr. Shogo Aral read the
following statement
Upon the dissolution of the old Liberal Party, members
gave a pledge to re-established the Party in future when a
favourable opportunity presents itself, since then seven years have
elapsed. The constitution was already promulgated and the fisst
session of the Imperial plot is about to be convoked. Members deem
it quite opportune to re-organize the Liberal Party at this
juncture and they have called on count Itagaki, leader of old
Liberals, at Tosa in connection with the plan of re-erg&nizing the
Party. KealiEing that many members of old Liberal Party are in the
camp of the Daldo-Danket su, count Itagaki proposed to organize an
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Independent party called the Aikoku Koto (patriots' Party; in order
to Invite members of old Liberal Party and others to join it. But
old Liberals were firm in their determination to re-organize the
Party under the same name of Liberal party and carry out thier
ideals. This is the reason why the Liberal Party was re-ergaiiized
under the same old name.
The Platform of the newly-organized Liberal party is as follows:-
The Liberal Party is composed of advocates of liberalism,
•phe Party shall work for the expansion of liberty, for the
co-operation or the Throne and people, and for the promotion
of the people's happiness and the standard of morals.
The party is also determined to carry out the following
purpose e:-
I. To establish a Party cabinet.
8, To establish the coufct of Administrative Litigation in
order to protect the peopl's rights.
3. To conclude the Treaties with foreign Power 9 on equal
footing.
4. To establish a jury system.
5. To improve and encourage education.
3. To improve the conscription service sy3t3m and to short an
the term of active service.
7. To abolish the civil service retired system.
3, To curtail the admini strati ve expenditure and the reduce
the number of officials.
9, To levy direct taxes on actual profits.
10, To reduce the land tax,
II.To adjust tho. income tax.
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12. TO improve and supervi 33 the system or government property.
13. To abolish tbe capacity of payment of taxes by thoss to be
elected.
14. To grant the right or voting on those who pay more than
five yen of direct national tax.
15. to fix the age of th03e to be elected at over 35 yers and of
electors at over 20 yers.
18. To expand the eroa of electral districts*
17. to abolish special protection granted to certain lins3
of commerce and industry at home.
13. To consolidate the foundations of local autonomy and to
improve the systems of prefectural Assemblies.
19. to modify the Resigtration Law.
30. To use part of recoitp accruing from the govsrnment
property far the local autonomy.
31. To abolish^ he peace preservation Law.
23. to modify the term of payment of taxes on rice-field and
farms.
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CHAPTER VI
STRUGGLE BETWEEN THE RAMBATSU GOVERNMENT &ND POLITICAL PARTIES
IN THE DIET.
In the previous chapters, I have cosidered the rise and the growth
of politic - ! parties end their struggles for the establishment of a
representative assembly end' the destruction of the Hambatej* (clan)
government • The establishment of a representative assembly was accom-
plished, but their plan to break down the Hamb'atsu government ended in
failure. The time now come for the political parties to oppose the
policies of the clan government in the Diet, nnd to check the activity
of the government and gradually destroy its influence. Henceforth the
great strife between the popular parties and the government w».s trans—
'ferred to the $ouse of Representatives. The House of Lords was .not
to any great extent the scene of the conflict, because that House is
composed almost exclusively of princes of the blood and nobles, together
with only a few representatives of the oeoole, generally the big tax
payers who do not take an active part in politic-! struggles. The con-
test was, therefore, confined mainly to the House of Representatives.
When the First Diet assembled in Tokio, Novermber 35,1890, three
prominent parties, the Jiyuto, Kai shinto and the Taisei-Kwai were re-
presented in the House. The members of the Taisei-Kwjai were mostly ex-
officials or conservatives, and their policy was bo support the govern-
ment. These three parties have been the dominant powers in Japanese
politics ever since the first Diet was oepned. Besides these, the Jichi-
/fco ( self—govern! ng association?! the Kokumin Jiyuto and several minor
factions were represented in the House, but their numbers were small
and their policies uncertain. TTence they possessed little influence,
Althoug the two aTe'it parties the Jiyuto and the ]^ai Shinto were not
yet o onsoli dat e d
,
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fFhev had ralii 6d under one banner in the House that of the Minto (poplar
'barty) and thus had a l?rge majority.
Baring 6he first session, the mo so lireere8?lag Question, the
I
solution or which result ea in & hara blow to the go vernment, was that of
<
jthe Budget. The Minto thought that the House of Representatives, through
Lilt 8 constitutional priviledge of discus sin the Budget in the first: >
i
(i)
ilnstance could chech the activity of the olan government. This question
w?s therefore looked upon as the most important one, ?nd the one the
[discussion of which might result in the resignation of the cabinet or
i
'the dissolution of the House.
The House of Representatives received fehe annual budgetary
.bill from the government December 8,1890. Article 40 of the "Law of
the yjonse" says! "When the Budget is brought into the House of Repre^
sentatives by the government, the committee on the Budget shall finish
|the examination of the same, within fifteen days from the day on which
it was received, and report thereon to the House". The committee was
bound b Tr the rules to finish i^s ex^ ination by December 30, but on
account of prolonged -discussion, it was unable to report to the House
before February 6 1891. The committee then recommended a reduction of
deome eiTht million yen out of 9 total expenditure of 83 million yen,
: As a result of this action, Count Tamagata, then Prime Minister, appeared
'in the pouse »nd opposed the bill as recommended, insisting th : " *• he
Diet should get the concurrence of the government in order to reduce
th^ge extendi fn^e* inrooeed by the constitution, and such oJtther expen-
(3)
ditures as might "rise in consequence thereof. But the Minto held that
' the Diet should ^et the concurrence of the government after it had
', ~
-
••
.
! ••
..
-
-»« • inste- d f befo re . Exciting discussions
(1) j-,r"!n '5,? '5 constitution, art. 35.
(2) Article 11 of the Japanese Constitution.
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followed in the House, but the government finally established its
to
"contention by vote of 137 to 108. The House was, therefore, obliged
to ask the opinion of the government on the budget to be recommended
jto the House by its committee. The government requested re-consider -ition
I of the matter by the House, which body immediately appointed 3 special
I
.committee, which decided to reduce the Budget seven and one half million
yen. Eut the affair ended in negotiations being opened with the govern-
ment, which finally ofreed to a redaction of six and one half million
yen in the expenditures. The Minto could not bring about a reduction
(3)
of eight million yen as they had expected to, they were still very for-
tunate in securing 5 Seduction of six and one-half million yen.
During the First session of the Diet, the question of the appoin-
tment of a special committee raised a dispute among the Jiyuto members
in the House, and twenty nine of the old Aikokuto members separated from
!the party on February 24,1891, and organized the Jiyu Club which suppor-
ted the clan government. The prominent members of the club were Kataoka,
Hayashi and other warm friends of Itagaki, the leader of the Jiyuto.
gtagaki also followed the lead of his freinds and left the Jiyuto,
Itagaki, however, soon rejoined the party* At a meeting held st .
iQsaka, March 34, 1891, for the "ourpose of re—organizing the Jiyuto, he
was again elected leader. On May 39, the Jiyuto issued a manifesto, the
(3)
essential features of which were as follows!
1, Locnl self—government should be basis of domestic government,
2. Freindly relation with foreign powers should be the chief
r im,
(l) Kudo, Teikoku Gikwai^hi P. 35
(s)Kudo, op. oit. P. 6?
(3) Jiyuto Sengensho,
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3. Naval and military preparations should be on a defensive
fcxix* basis.
4. Financial retrenchment,
5. Freedom of education.
6. Judicial independence.
? . Faoilit ati on of c ommuni c at ion,
6. Extention of the powers of the legislature*
After the close of the First Session of the Diet the relation
between the Jiyuto end Kaishinto became closer ?nd more friendly.
They had previously been bitter enemies, as s result of the shrewd
policy of tl e Hambatsu (clan) government until the opening of the Diet,
but soon after the convening of that body their traditional ill feeling
passed awsy. Having such a rare opportunity prominent members of the
two parties suggested that they should be united entirely under one
jbanner, and on Jtomtis November 8, 1881, Itagaki visited Okuma, the
leader of the Kaishinto at his residence, and concluded an agreement
to join forces in the accomplishment of the political work before them.
A formal union of the t wo parties was not affected, however, as had
been expected, although^.:ere was a sympathy of politic! feeling which
C'-used considerable uneasiness on the p^rt of the government. The Minto
held p banquet just before the opening of the second session of the
Diet, md there decided to oppose the policy of the government boldly,
wid to go to the country upon t! e merits of the issue. The members of
the Jiyu Club were also represented at the banquet, el though their
political attitude was regarded with a sort of suspicion.
The second sessi- n of the Diet was opened, Novermber 31,1391,
a)
with a majority of the Hinto in the House of Representatives.
(l) next- p?ge.
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with matters standing thus, the government expected trouble again
in the passing of administration measures. According to expectation,
the matter of the Budget became once more the leading question in
the House of Representatives.
As before the Budget was referred to the Budget committee, which
r gai n recommended a reduction of "bout eight million out of the total
expenditure of eighty three million yen. The government del agates
represented that the reduction proposed by the committee was absolutely
(i)
Inconsistent with the interests of good government. Finally as in
the previous session, a special committee was appointed to amend the
bill which the Budget committee recommended to the House. This committee
m?de a reduction of seven instead of eight million yen. On the day of
the adoption of the report of the special committee, the government
dissolved the House aad ordered a new election.
The patriotism and statesmanlike conduct of the l<Iinto in boldly
opposing the clan government was admirable. The latter he d monopolized
the power of the government since the Restoration, «nd their commercial
and industrial policy had on the whole, been detrimental to the national
interest. They had favored a system of government $g^3uggSS patronages
and had sold public undertaking and franchises at low prices. They aimed
to secure prosperity and secutiry for themselves instead of for the
people and the nstion. It wss a natural, consequence, therefore, that
the Minto should want to drive out the man responsible for this policy
and established party government for the sake of ngtion^l interests and
prosperity of the people. The new election, was held, February 35, 189"$,
an d is
(l) According to the Shugin Iohiran Hiyo, the relative
strength of the a~rties was as follow* The Jiyuto—91
The Kai shinto— 44 Taisei-Kwai— 61 Liberal club—35
I ndep en dent s— 79
(l) Kudo, op. cit. P. 106,
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regarded as the most corrupt political contest in the history of
Japan. The popular parties were maoh incensed at the government's
action in dissolving the House, and made desperate efforts to again
secure control in the House. On the other hand, the government was
equally determined to carry the election and count Mateukata, Prime
Minister, through also a Minister of State, ordered loc^<l officers
to assist the government candidates and oppose those of the popular
parties. The spirit and character of the campaign are shown "by the
f -ct that over twenty-five men were milled and four hundred injured
(i)
during the election. In spite of its excessive interference, however,
the result of the election was still unsatisfactory to the government.
The Third session of the Die- w?s called for May 6,1893. The
most rem ' rk *• bl e event of the se s si' - - v,r s j : lli~.nce of the two
gre*:t parties, the Kaishinto and the Jiyuto, by resson of which their
strength was increased more than ever. Having a majority in the House,
the Minto now sought ?n opportunity to destroy the clan government,
because they were indignant at the dissolution of the Diet, and the
interference of the government in the elections. When the Diet w-..s
opened, Mr. Kono, a prominent member of the Jiyuto, introduced Amotion,
to send an address to the Emperor, laying the responsibility for the
violence end lawlessness of the recent election, and the violation
and oolution of the sacred constitution of Jgp^n upon the cabinet
(3)
ministers. The motion, however, was defeated by a vote of 143 to 146,
But the defeat did not me^n that the majority of the House did not
admit the interference of the government in the election. 'Tor did it
mean that House refused to srrsign the government for its lawlessness and
unconstitution?! conduct, but simply that the majority of the House
thought it
(l) Kudo, cp. cit. P. 15
(3) Kudo, op. cit. P. 149.
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inexpedient to send an address of this kind to the Emperor.
However, a somewhat more moderate step was taken on May 14, when
Mr. Nakamura Yaroku introduced 2 resolution addressed to the rainistrv.
which attacked the interference of the government officials in the
lag February election and ?dvised them to reconsider their positions
for the sake of constitutional government. This resolution was passed
by s large majority. Constitutionally, the ministry should have re-
signed after its passage, but on the contrary the government suspen-
ded the House for s week. This act cannot be considered as statesman-
like.
Why did the government dissolve the House at its second session
when it refused to pass the government "bills? Because the govern-
ment did not control b maloritv in the touss nd thousht n- new elec—
ticn whould bring supporters to it. But in that expectation the govern-
ment was disappointed and the Minto again controlled the House.
Why should not the cabinet resign? Why have we the Diet? Did not
the Emperor promise in the famous five articles that "a deliberative
assembly should be formed by oublic opinion? * .Tow the House which
represents oubiic opinion osssed r. resolution censuring the action
of the government and yet the cabinet did not resign. This raised
again the important question ds tc whom the ministers of State should
be responsible? Should they be responsible to the Emperor or to the
Diet? The Minto firmlv maintained that the ministers should be res-
ponsible to the letter. This is, however, a great politic:! issue in
Japan and one has not ,r et been met.
After the close of the session, the cabinet resigned and
ito formed 1 new 1 an ministry. This was known as the famous elder
cl ; :n cabinet, because it was formed by prominent statesmen of the
Sat—Cho Claris, except in the case of two portfolios, ijr. Kono, a
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friend of the Sat-Cho clans entered the government, and dIso Mr,
at su as minister of foreign affaire. Mr. Mutsu had been regarded as
one of the keenest diplomats and statesman since his political career
began. Without his diplomatic service and intellectual power, the Ito
cabinet could not easily stand against the restless attacks of the
into. MT, Mutsu rise had a few intimate friends in the ^ouse and
a close connection with the Jiyuto. Thus, his place in the clan govern-
ment was regarded ,j, s important.
Before the opening of the fourth session of the Diet, a
general meeting* of the Kaishintc was held and their policy toward the
ito cabinet was discussed. They decided to adhere to their traditional
policy i.e. an antagonistic attitude towards the government and to
light for the reduction of the enormous expenditures. The attitude
of the Jiyuto which had a few political friends in the Ito cabinet was
regarded as uncertain. Soon after the close of the third session of the
Diet, the members of the House, who were elected by the nid of the
government, organized the Kokumin Kio Kwai ( nation? 1 society), succes-
sor to the Trisei Kwai. Messrs. Saigo ?nd Shinagawa were chosen as
its President and vice-president. When the new cabinet Came into power,
Ito assumed an attitude of neutrality towards the Kokumin Kio—Kwai,
(because they were in a minori ty in the House.
It was fortunate therefore, that the government had some
influence with the Jiyuto through Mr. llutsu. Although the real leader
of the Jiyuto was Count Itagaki, its actual power was in the hands of
Mr. Hoshi, the Close friend of Mr. Mutsu. Thus, Mr. Mutsu, utiiisi.ng
the opportunity, opened negotiation with the Jiyuto to secure their
su^o'aort for the government during the coming session of the Diet.
The Jiyuto had exhaused its energy fighting with the clan government
feince the opening of the £xsxxxxjuix Diet and without
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oausing any great hindrance to the government » s palsn. They expected
that the Hombatsu government would be destroyed as soon as the first
Diet opened as the Minto had a majority, but in this they were dis-
appointed, for although the '.'into had fought strongly against the
government during the last three sessions, the government had never
come under their control as they had expected. Such being the condition
the Jiyuto almost accepted Mutsu's offer, and for that reason were
attacked by the Kai Shinto. But during the Fourth Session*, the Jiyuto
still maintained the old alliance with the Kai Shinto and gave bhe
hardest blow to the administration.
Again the Budget became the crmcial question in the Diet, the
government prese:iting a Budget for eighty four million yen to meet
the annual expenditures, only to have it ag^in cut down by the Budget
committee by nine million yen, mostly from the salaries of officials.
Why did the House desire to reduce the official salaries? According
to Mr. "^onc. the best author!tv in the Tiouse. the salaries of Jaoan—
ese officials were higher comparatively Shan those of officials in
European countries, the st-i.nd'^rd of living of the Japanese being every
(1)
low as compared with that of Europeans. It may not be improper to
ask who were those officials and what was their origin^ They were
mostly men of the Sat-Oho clans or their followers who had governed,
Japan so despotically ?nd oppresively since the Restoration,
It w s they who corrupted the elections, and circumvented the sacred
constitution which His Majesty the Emperor gave to the people.
The ainto's desire to reduce the salaries of the officials of the Ham-
bat su government w*?s a most natural one, and we cannot dut admire the
wise judgment and bold attitude of the statesmen who insisted upon it.
The government ag^iin made a strong fight against the
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reduction proposed by the T'linto and should its det ermination to dis-
solve the House if the demands of the government was refused. But the
majority per si steatite course. 4n address to the Emperor with refer-
ence to the Budget, complaining of the action of the Ministers was
passed on February 7 and presented to the Emperor. On the 10th, the
Emperor issued an order giving t; ree hundred thousand yen from the
Privy purse for use in the construction of warships, and also pro-
viding that ?11 officials salaries should be reduced by one tenth
for the period of six ye^rs, the money to be used for the same purpose.
The order of the Emperor led the members of the House to abandon their
former attitude, and the House finally agreed to a reduction of the
Budget by some three instead of the nine million yen, and thus the
in)
crisis was passed.
Daring the last four sessions, the close union of the Kai shin-
to and Jiyuto re suited in serving opposition to the Hswbatsu govern-
ment, this opposition being felt particularly in the management of the
Budget. But after the close of the Fourth session, the policies of the
two organization again became antagonistic. The K a shinto still main-
tained the principle of the anti—clan government but the Jiyuto came
to the support of the n*overnment. This was due mainly to the influence
of Mr. Hutsu, and the feud between the K?ishinto and the Jiyuto w-js
more bitter than ever before. In the Jiyuto, several members who
were indignant at the personal conduct of Mr. Hoshi and his policy
r
toward the government, seceded from the Jiyuto ?aid fo^ned the Doshi
club.
Although the power of the so—colled Minto was much weakened by the
.loss of the Jiyuto, yet this loss was partly repaired through the
friendly relations which sprang up with the Kokumin Kio-Kwai, the
fomer supporters of the government, and which now
(1) Kudo op. cit. P. 335.
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joined forces with the Kaishinto. it seems rather strange that a party
organised to support the clan government, should make an alliance with
a party directly opposed to that government. Moreover, several minor
parties, the Domie club, the Seimu chosa and the Dai Nippon Kio-Kwai
"became allies of the Kaishinto. In this way the so-called Roppa (six
factions) maintained a majority in the House,
The most interesting questions brought out during the next session
of the Diet were the case of Mr. Hoshi the president of the House and
treaty revision. Soon after the opening of the fifth session on November
25, 189 3, a change of bribery was brought against President Hoshi,
lie was not, however, the only one who took bribes and this charge was
made for the purpose of attacking his position in the House. He was
opposed by the popular parties because he was the actual le-;der of the
Jiyuto and because through his efforts, the JiyutQ became the supporters
of the government. They, therefore, waited an opportunity to turn on
him and oust him from the President's chair. Finally, the House passed
a resolution by a vote of 166 to 119 to the effect that the House no
(i)
longer had confidence in Mr. Hoshi as its president. Mr. Hoshi had many
many foes, because he was a man of uneually strong will and energy, with
r. strong touch of egotism. He was slow to recognise the merits of others.
In this estimation Japan had but one great political le-'der in which
c ar) e c i t,-<r he was di^oosed to poss himself, expecting others as a matter
Xi)
of course to fellow his dictates. "Being a man of such character he
refused to resign, the Presidential chair on the ground that the charges
were f:'lse. The House then sent an address to the Emperor, and asked
that Mr. Hoshi be compelled to resign from the Presidency of the House,
but this also was unsuccessful.
(l) Taigo Vol. Vll, no 8, P. 1

j5«?
finally, the crse of Mr. Hoehi was given, to a displinary committee
hioh decided to expel Mr. Hoshi from the House.
The ouestion of the expulasion of Mr, Hoshi being disposed of
Be old question of the treaty enforcement was t :>ken up again.
i
BjLs Question come up often but was not discussed at len^Ii; until toward
.ae close of the session when a long address to the Emperor was drawn
o Mr. Yuwane, the leader of the Japan society. The address maintained
pe various wrongs under which Japan h?d suffered from foreigners,
I. Mutsu, then minister of foreign affairs mode a most sagacious speech
h the House and apposed the strict enforcement of the old treaties.
Be aid in concluding his speech that since the restoration our diplom-
atic and national policy has been a progressive one. The marvelous
pvelopment in national power, commerce and industry has been due to their
Dlicy. The enforcement of the present treaties is, therefore, opposed
b the national policy. He also declared that such an address would prove
hindrance to the course of treaty revision. The House psid no atten-
L on to his wise warning, however, c-.nd proceeded to debate the address
ith the result that the House was dissolved and new election ordered.
On March 1, 1894, the election of a new Diet was held, and the
Bvernment took extraordinary precautions tht't the election should be
air and peaceful one, a result of the election the Jiyuto which
bi;sanded 81 members in the fomer Diet, had succeed in returning 119
embers. The Kashinto who h f, s 43 members in the old House were able to
eturn 60 members. But the Kckumin lost heavily snd 35 members were re—
r
!j.rned.
Soon ?fter the dissolution of the fifth session, a rumor
ii
(l) Hakasaki, Mutsu Munemitsu P. 150
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CHAPTER Yll.
bO-ALITIOH OF THE POLITICAL PARTIES WT^H THE HAMBATSU GOVERI3MEUT.
A3 hr.s aldready been said two Diets were dissolve! in succession
on the cjue stion of enf ere i ng the provisions of t^e o3 d t 2? 3 ties*
T>^r>e;Q dissolutions increased the o~oocsiti°n f the popular p *\rties to
the government. Adter the lost dissolution the prominent leaders of the
'parties met, and oossed & resolution to the effect thct if intrusted
wi^i-i "eower they would odopt g stronrr foreirm "oolicy, ^nd established
13 ^ b"1 " croverriment
Within #> few months sifter the last dissoluton of the Diet the
C8hinn—Japon^ese war "broke out. This event g^ve a new turn to the poli-
jticrl rnd industrial development of Japan. While the government was
invc"1 ved in the difficulties of the W'r, the troublesome Question of
treaty revision wcs rapidly approaching bi solution through the efforts
of Mr. Mutsu, the Minister of Foreign Affairs. The new Anglo—Japanese
tre"t ,r w\s signed Jul ,,r 1 6 1894 end on the whole wos received with
apnrov'O "by the oeoo"' e. T^e successful conclusion of the new treaty was
doe to the diplomatic genius 2nd skill of Mr. Mutsu, who may be regarde
3.S one of the gre.otost dio"1 omots J n over orcduced*
* The election of the House of Representatives took plo.ee,
September 1, 1894, w^ile the war was in progress* The 'ontriotic entbu-
sier.1, of the people was it its highest pitch, and the balloting W ^
c rrr i ' 011 wj thout any ser^^us c^n^"1 ict "between opposing forces. The
e"1 "ct 1* did n°t " sul t in anv ° •• t change ^ n the strength of any of
(1)
,
"
~°
the politic ol oorties and although the government obtained the support
of the Jiyuto it was unable to control majority in the Diet. As the
1
^drpticr: of 'ii enormous Budrst would be increo.sing in order to meet the
sxaenses of the wsr the opening of the Diet was watched
^1^ The result of the election wo.s as follows!—
/ Jiyuto 115. Kaishinto 4?. Kokushinto—40. Kokumin
Kio^-Kwi i 35. Independents—63
•
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'with keen popular interest. This session of the Diet which was She
i seventh was a special session and was opened at Hiroshima, October 15,
1894. The government immediately brought in a bill for an appropria-
tion cf one hundred fifty million yen to meet the expenses of the wyr,
,
end it was pnseed at once without opposition. If the combined force of the
.(popular parties which controlled the House had opposed the extraordi-
nary expenditure of the admifli strati on, it would h-?ve proven a gre t
hindrance to the successful conduct of the wj.r, J v-p?nese statesmen
filled with the patriotism of the hour dropped their politic - 1 ^e^lousies
irnd conflicts, r?nd gave their united rapport to t?ne nation. This
lepecisl session of Diet came to an end October 30,1894, ^nd the Eighth
iregular session was opened
,
December 33 at To'Jtio. The Eighth session
iwce '-Iso characterised by an absence of politic ! strife and the parties
again united to support the government e nd oassed the Budget withW.bso*-
lute un^minity.
On April 17,189 5, the treaty of peace was signed between
apan end China. While the Japanese were rejoicing over the victory
'the clouds of foreign intervention suddenly appeared upon the horizon,
!
and soon abscured "the rising sunn of J' ip anese glory. It now became
[»known that Russia, Germany and Fr?nce would interfere in the j-;pvnese
' occupation of the Liao Tung peninsula which Japan had just obtained
'I by the terms cf the treaty of ^himonoseki. Japan won a great victory
in the war, but through short sighted diplom-cy, lost the fruits of
lit in the treaty of peace, and was obliged to give up the Liao Tung
Ipeninsula gained by the J?p?*nese soldiery in a war thst opened the
eyes of the world to the strength of the eastern empire,
i AXthOug the politic! parties had given the government
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their hearty support while the wax was in progress, mainly through
patriotic motives, its diplomatic failure at the close of the wax
agoin aroused their active opposition. Naturally, the blame for the
retrocession of the Liao Tung peninsula fell upon the government.
The respcnsibilty of the government again became the burning question
of the day, and following the shrewd policy of Ilutsu -and ito, the govern-
ment endeavored to secure the support of the Jiyuto. As a consequence
(i)
the Jiyuto in July 189 5, announced:
That the close relations of our country with foreign powers during
recent yerrs would be liable to bring a diplomatic crisis at any moment.
The situation being so critic 1 the notional admini str 9 tion should
only be exercised with extraordinary discretion with respect to our
future policies. Althoug the retrocession of the Liao-Tung penuinsular
is indeed regrettable, it should not be allowed bo cause internecine
strife which might result in gr ave disturbance to the conduct of national
policies. The most pressing necessity of the nation at the present time
i? the formulation of plans for the future. We ^shall therefore, 1 '»bor
together in a spitis of true patrioti sm with those who possess the same
Ideas os our psrty for the success of notionsl and foreign policies.
This resolution shows plainly that the Jiyuto was inclining to
support the government. Finally, early in November 3 reconcili" tion
was effected between the Jiyuto 5-nd the government. For the first time
since the adoption of the constitution, this party became the avowed
suanorter of the ^vernment. ^he rers^ns for this reconciliation may
(3)
be found in d speech of s prominent member of the Jiyuto, He says J
(l) Jiyuto Ketsugi
(3) New York Nation, Vol. 32, P. 3 5.
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"It is our ccriviction thot by taking this step (i.e. coa-
lition with the government), we sh'll effectually promote the intro-
duction of system of responsible cabinets a consummation which hi s
ever been the cherished hope of the Liberal party* For the attain-
ment of the t hope we have suffered much but the sole result of our
endeavour ha s hitherto been to strengthen the government 1 s resis-
tance to the re?liz?tion of our object. To continue the fruitless
stru^^le at the present juncture would be not only to thwart the
t o firryin^ out of various measures of porli "Bient oXy importance, but also
1 to retard the attainment of cur long—cheri shed objects. It may be
1 well to disscuse here briefly whether or not the reconciliation was
1» a wise policy. From the beginning of the constitutional government
up to this time eight sessions of the Diet had been held. Politic?!
parties were org- ni 'zed even before the opening of the Diet with the
object of destroying the H r' : : bat su government, and estoblshing a res-
ponsible government in its place. Fortunately, the so—colled popular
p?jrties had a majority in the Diet from the first session as has been
already st -::tedj yet then were able to do nothing more than reduce the
Budget a few million yen. Their expectation of destroying the Homba-
tsu government hss not been realised. Being in such a condition, the
Ji^uto t^u^ht that the quickest way to introduce a responsible system
! of government w^uld be t rv i°in forces with the government .This step
of the Jiyuto wss o. natural and well chosen means of connecting the
' Hsmbatsu control in responsible government. It was in accord with the
principle of evolution BBd was much better than to have continued
the ^rui^ 1 ee^ st"ru^"^", e against the Hambatsu control.
(1)
The representatives of the Kaishinto and five parties
(1) Kakushinto, Cnu.oku ShimpotO, Ote Club, Zaisei
Kakueih Kwai, Kokumin £io-Kwai«
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i
pet at Tokic, and resolved to denounce the government for the diplo-
jmetic failure of the wax, to -strengthen the military forces and re-
form the diplomatic policies in order to raise the national dignity,
'and to preserve the Jap&nee prestige in Korea* Many prominent speakers
'were sent throughout the country to advocate the policies of the re-
' solution.
I
On December 25,1895, the Ninth session of the Diet was convened.
As was expected, January 9,1896 s resolution was addressed to the Emper-
jor by the members of the Eai Shinto and other factions, laying the re-
sponsibility of the retrocession of the peninsular on the members of the
(1)
1 cabinet. This resolution was opposed by the Kokumin Kio-Kwai which
jhas sided with the opposition since the Fifth session of the Diet.
iAlthoug a small body in the House, they yet held the balance of power,
:!e»nd the resolution was defeated by a vote of 170 to 103. The majority
mf the members who opposed the resolution recongnized the diplomatic
failure of the ministers, but in order to sllow the'!, to co?iduct the
f
j
politic-.! affairs of the country after the war they did not charge
Ithem with responsibility for the retrocession.
Suddenly, February 11,1896, the Korean coup d'et-j.r occurred.
.Japanese soldiers and subjects were attacked in various parts of Korea.
Sever?! members of the Lower House laid the blnms for this outbreak
jupon the weak and fruitless diplomatic policy of the I to cabinet.
The diplomatic failure of the cabinet in Korea aroused the indignation
'Of the Kokumin Kio-Kwai which had opposed the address at the opening
'of the session. Mr. Sassa. " or^minent member of the Kokumin Kio-Kwai
(3)
introduced s resolution as fallows:
' The House recognize the maladministration of the present
(1) Kudo, op cit. ?. 475.
(3) Kokumin Kio-Kwai Ketsugi,
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Cabinet in dealing with important foreign and home questions. The
recent outbreak in Sorea show evidently the weak and fruitless
diplomatic policies of the cabinet* Hence we declare the government
dose not merit the confidence of the nation. Thjte resolution greatly
pleased the anti-government part let, for the Kokumin Kio-Kwai had
been regrrded as a supporter of the government. Suddenly, the govern-
ment suspended the session of the House for ten days, and during the
Interval, with the influence of Viscount Shlnagawa induced the Kokumin
Kio—Kwai to withdraw the resolution. When the Diet ressembled on the
35th, Mr, Sassa gave notice to the House that he wished to withdraw the
resolution he had previously introduced. The Jiyuto saw that if they
opposed the withdrawal, they would have the support of the opposition
parties, and when the resolution came to vote they would have the sup-
port of the Kokumin Kio—Kw-i which first introduced it. This manoevere
was carried out with complete success, and the Kokumin Kio-Kwai were
forced to e~t ••heir own w^rds by voting against it. The resolution was
(1)
defeated by r vote of 165 to 101.
The defeat of the address and the resolution aroused enthusi-
asm among the opponents of the government, and led to the consolidation
of the different factions the purpose being to strengthen their po-
sition in the Diet. The same day the address was defeated in the House,
i.e. January 9, the supporters of the anti-government parties called
a meeting to discuss the question of amalgamation under one banner.
Finally at a meeting Januarv i 3 the union of the oooular oarties was
effected. On January 30, another meeting was held, and it was then agreed
to dissolve the old parties, and to established 9 new party with a new
name, it w ;,.s called the Bhimpoto (progressive party), and was actually
constituted, March 1,1896.
(1) Kudo p. cit. P. 533.
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It we.e an amalgamation of the Kaishinto, the Kikush5.ntc, Ote
club, the ChugOku Shimpoto, the Zaisei Kakushin Kwai and a few inde-
pendents. In the manifestoe issued soon after its organization the
new party announced the following programme.
1. The reform of odminietrave evils, -ind the establish-
ment of a system of responsible c-binet government
.
3. The adoption of a strong foreign policy and the asser-
tion of national rights.
3. The 'Adjustment of the finances and the development
of national industries.
The amalgamation of the various groups in bo a political
party on a broad nation til basis received the general approval of the
people. Even since the first oz>enin^ of the Diet the House had been
divided into sever al groups prevented the establishment of responsible
government. T7ith the consummati on of this organization the Shimpoto,
two great parties were brought face in the Diet for the first time
since its opening. This event was regarded as an important step to-
wards the realization of responsbile cabinet government.
The Jiyuto had supported the government during the ninth
session of the Diet and sanctioned its difficult post billum measures,
i.e., military and n-'-v^-l expansion. But they had not been rewarded
for their sacrifice, and were greatly disappointed at the action # of
the government. Itagaki, as the leader of the party demanded some
recognition of their services through Baron Miyoji Ito who acted as
intermediating between the government and the Jiyuto, His demand was
grmted and he entered the cabinet. April 4,1398, *s minister of
Home affairs. Mr. Ho Shi, another prominent member of the Jiyuto was
appointed envoy extrsordinary and Minister plenipotentiary to the
(l) Shimpoto Leiko.
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raited States of -America, while a few other members were given gover-
norship in the provinces. The Kokumin Kio-Kwsi which had si so suppor-
ted the government was not recognised in this awarding of offices, and
at once received tc withdraw their support.
Very soon nfter Itagaki entered the cabinet, the Postions of
Ministers of foreign affairs and minister of Finance became vac ant
through the resignations of Llutsu and Wrtano.be, Count Inouye "ivised
Ito to appoint Count lint eukata as Minister of finance, and Count Okuma
as minister of foreign affairsi Itagaki was opposed to the appointment
of Okuma because he was the leader of the ^nti— aoverniient part* Ito
asked Matsukats to enter the cabinet, but he refused unless Okuma should
be appointed to serve with him. Finally Ito and Itagaki resigned ^'id
the Matsukatr Okumv cabinet w s formed,
Okui'-ii;, as ic'-der of the progressives had for many years advo-
cated responsible cabinets and the complete destruction of the clan
government. It seems rather strange, therefore, that he should have
formed a cabinet with Mat sukata, a Hambatsu man, ?nd s supporter of
the clan government, Okuma, following the example set by Ito and Ita—
jfaki thought the only means 0"^ ^r^'^ni'siiig a ministry was to form a
coalition with the n^nbatsu. When Itagaki enteral the cabinet, the
Jiyuto became the supporters of the government. The Shimpoto follow-
ing this precedent, held a meeting and announced that the policy of
%h<* /ynv^r^m^^t d"' d not di^,f" Y> materially from their own ^ud that they
would, therefore, support it. The conditions upon which Itagaki and
pkums entered the cabinet were, however, essentially different in one
particular. The former went into the Ito cabinet without any under-
standing "S to weth«ds conducting the administration, but the latter
(3)
only formed s cabinet with Mat sukata on the following express conditions^
(1) Shimpoto Ketsugi.
K2) Kudo, op. cit, P. 557.
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namely
j
1. That the ministers should accept responsibility as
body,
2. That there should be a reorganization of the admin-
istration and a thorough reform of the finances.
3. That popular demands should be adopted --and the rights
of men respected.
The Tenth session of the Diet whs convened December 33,
1896, Notwithstanding the bitter attack of the Jiyuto, the Matsukata
Okuma cabinet was able to carry through many important measures with
the support of the shimpoto and other factions* Among the most impor-
tant measures which passed both House were the revision of the press
law and the adoption of the gold standard. The former extended the
civil rights of the people, and the latter est'-bli she 1 the monetary
sy^em on a firm basis.
It was confidently expected that the Katsukata-Okuma cabinet
would be marked by political progress and introduction of real con-
stitution.?! government in J?p;-n. There expectations were doomed to
disappointment. The constitutional proposals of Okum r< did not harmo-
nize with the despotic view of the ministers who represented the Sat—
Oho clans. Although Prime Minister Matsukata declared the necessity
of n dminj •'tr r, t 5 vo T-gftrrv-^i ^iji oti an^ financial reforms, he paid littl
(8)
attention to these questions.
On the contrary, the government increased its expenditures and drew
up a bill for an increase of the land tsx to be presented at the
coming session of the Diet, These actions of the government offended
Count Okuma, and at a meeting of the cabinet in the latter. part
(3) M f; t suk-"1: • ' s speech delivered at the meeting of provinci-
al governors October 13, 159 6.
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(1)
October 1897, he proposed 'the following reforms, j the removal of
diedordent elements from the cabinet, revision of the Budget, reform
of administrative abuses and disavowal of non-^conetitutional acts.
The Shimpoto also opposed the policy of the government and its
standing committee ; meeting, held October 33,1897, passed a
resolution containing practically the same proposals as were presented
by Okuma at the cabinet meeting. This resolution wcs presented to the
Premier, The premier, Matsukat r!, replied that outside interference
would not be recognized in the conduct of the government, for he had
beon intrusted by the Emperor with the administration of affairs of
state. Tibia reply wae the ultimatum which broke off relations between
the government and the Shimpoto, Okuma then resigned the portfolio
of foreign »f
f
:,
.ir s, while his friends who had secured oost? as party
men 2l so resigned.
As soon as the Shimpoto withdraw their supper'; from the govern-
ment, nr.. I.!- : t suda of the Jiyuto communicated with J'Ivbau.rj,.Iinister
of stste, on the matter of forming b coalition government. A meeting
of the st-nding committee of the Jiyuto was held November 18, and
Mr. Mat suda pre $ o -tjvio -pai i r.v>p* Yi<r c ^nc e s** ^ns a a q condition of the
porty 1 s support
:
L. The appointment of Mr, Haehi to the portfolio of the
judiciary snd another member of the Jiyuto to some other
cabinet seat dnrin 0, the eleventh session of the Di'st.
2. The appointment of five or six governors r:nd a f.ew
other high officials from the Jiyuto.
3. The payment by the government of s part of the expenses
(l) Kudo Op. Cit. P. 600
(3) Jiyuto Ketsugi ilovember 18, 1397,
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of the corning general election of "the Lower House,
Some members of the Jiyuto approved this ooalition, but
the majority were strongly opposed. As 9 result of pl r>n was given •
up, and on December 15, members of the Jiyuto passed a resolution
stating that they would introduce a bill expressing want :>f confi-
dence in the present government. The Shimptc -j1so assumed ->n m-
t agonistic attitude towards the government. The Kokumin Kio-Kwai
took ? simil ar position although the government tried in various
ways to °" nin their friendship find support. The government was, there-
fore, left without any support from the political parties when the
eleventh session of the Diet was convened December 31, 1897.
At the opening of the Diet, Luzuki, a member of the
House introduced a resolution stating that the present government
no longer possessed the confidence of the House. While it was dis-
cussing t? is resolution the T-Touse was dissolved. At the same time the
cabinet resigned 2nd Ito at once formed 9 new ministry,
Ito hod previously approached Okuma with a proposition to form a
cabinet, - but Okuma 1 s demands were excessive and Ito refused them.
He then turned to Itag^ki, the leader of the Jiyuto, with the sug-
gestion that a ooalition be formed as had been done just after the
war, itagaki demanded B seat in the c-binet, but Ito hesitated and
ronij.ested him to wait until the election was over, Ito fin' lly formed
a cabinet from among his younger political friends, or rather his
political disciples. When the election was orver, the Jiyuto made
overtures, with 9 view to bringing about an alliance between tne
party and the Ito cabinet. These negotiations continued for many weeks
but finally came tc abrupt conclusion without success.
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The 12th session of the Diet was opened, May 19,1898, it
being a special session, the deliberations of which were to continue
for only twenty-one days. In these few days the government expected
to pass bills, increasing taxation, changing the node of national
election and revising the civil code, ^hen the bill for increasing
the land tax was laid before the Lower House, ::;er.,bers representing
mor"! districts opposed it vigorously. The .Toverni.ient secured only
twenty seven votes out of possible thre^ hundred.
pThe answer was an immediate dissolution of the House on June 10,
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CHAPTER Vlll
THE REALIZATION OF PARTY GOVERNMEHT
.
The dissolution of the twelfth Diet greatly stimulated
the activity of the party leaders, and hastened, the re conciliation
of the two great politic ! parties, the Jiyutv -. rid Shimpoto, As
has been shown in previous chapters, the principles of these two^orties
were prTCtiC"liy identical, yet they had "been continually hostile
tower ds eaob other except during the first four sessions of the
Diet. Through their quarreling they left the field open for their
enemies the St t—Cho clans which made the most of their oppor-
tunities and played off one party against the other. The following
declaration of Itngaki was indeed true. "EAch party has tried the
experiment of co—operation with the cl?n statesmen *aid e*ich has
found it " failure • The rec son is that the government ;t ches no
reil importanc 6 to political a^^ties but merely consults "'ts own
_
*' " (i)
convenience int Icing the:: up o na then cz string them off."
As has "been shown in the preceding chapter, when the Ito
cabinet introduced v bill for increasing land tax the two parties,
the Jiyuto and Shimpoto, unitedly opposed the bill, and thus dealt
very hard blow to the administration. Although the House was dis-
solved the government fu"n v resized t^e imaort-iics of the united
strength of the two aarties. The party le - ders thought that by
united action they would be able to crush the monopoly of the H'Stofi—
batsu government, ond tnat party government could be introduced in
its place. For this reason therefore, united under one banner*
About three days previous to the dissolution of the 13th
Diet, Mr. Hiraoka Kotaro a member of the Lower House invited sev-
er al of his old politic 1 friends, amon*3* the Mr. Kono of the Shim-
poto, and Bu'Tit r, Kurilvir *• and Mishiyv" of the Jiyuto , to 9 con—
(l) ITat ion, Vol. 67, no. 1734.
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f erenoe at his residence, and suggested the org^misation of 9 po-
litic-! party through the union of the Jiyuto, Shimooto and certain
(1)
independent factions* This proposal received the hearty approval
of those present, and marks the first step in the direction of the
imalgamation of the great political parties. On the day, immedia.te-
ly following the dissolution of the twelfth Diet, five representa-
tives from each of the greot parties, the Jiyuto and Shimpoto,
met again, and perfected difinite arrangements for the formation
of B new party. A preliminary meeting held on June 16, the leaders
of the opposition parties, Okum a andljCt igaki were pre seat, snd ex-
changed warm congratulations and expressed their desires to work
together h-rmoniously for the welfare of the nation. On June 21, e;ch
party was dissolved raid on the following day, the organization of
the new political party, the Kensei to (Constitutionol party) was
formally completed. The reasons of the amalgamation were clearly set
(3)
forth in the manifesto which says firstly that five sessions of the
Diet had been dissolved without due cause, since its establishment;
secondly, that the fruits of constitutional government had never been
obtained and that the ideals of the political parties had never been
realized on account of the existence of the S-t-Cho Hambatsu govern-
ment. The platform of the Kenseito which was announced the same day,
(3)
dealt with many import an i^ue st ions . Among which were the following:
1. Reverence for the Imperial House 2nd maintenance of the
constitution.
2, Establishment of a. party cabinet and the introduction of
ministri^l responsibility,
(1) Tokio Keiaai Zasshi no. 1077 P. 803.
(2) Kenseito Sengensho
(3) Kenseito Koryo.
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3. Restriction of interference of the central jiish- ;•:<::. ':i eg
in affnirs of 1 oc 2. self— government
•
4. Preservation of nation?! rights and the extension of
International commerce.
5. Establishment of the national finances on • firm basis and the
preservation of a balance of receipts and expenditures,
6. promotion of domestic ?nd foreign commerce and the de-
velopment of national industries.
7. Development of military defence according to national
needs.
3, Speedy completion of means of transportation and commun-
ication.
9. Extension of popular educ tion and the encouragement of
technical and industrial instruction.
The am8Q.gamation of the politcial parties received un-
iversal approval throughout the country, althoug there werfi^a few
who criticised the union on the °round that it was made too soon,
and that the new party would not, therefore, endure any great length
of time. We sh'll see later whether or not this was true. The
sudden and feather unexpected organisation of the Kenseito, however,
alarmed the Hambatsu government, which now realised that the new
party would be a great Obstacle to the Ito cabinet as well as to
the Hambatsu power. In order therefore, to protect themselves,
the advisability of forming a government party was discussed at a
conference of the cabinet members on June 34 in the presence of His
Majesty the Emperor, at which Marquises Ito, Saigo, Yamagata and
Oyama, Counts Inouye and I-uroda were present. Ito suggested the
formation of such B political party under the direction and control
of the Bat—Cho clans but Y'mag^t a was opposed the reason that the
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formation cf such a party would be contrary -to the spirit of the
(1)
Japanese eohsitution. A3 ?. revolt ito re signed from the cabinet
and recommended Qifcuma end jtagaki to the Emperor as his successors.
The formation of a new cabinet under the leadership of
Counts Otosima and Itagaki was announced on June 30. The new cabinet
(3)
has constituted almost entirely on party tirr.es. The only exceptions
were the portfolios of the hands of "the former ministers.
The other eight ministers were members of the Kenseito. The long
cherished ambition of Japanese statesmen to form a party cabinet
Was at last realised.
This first party cabinet was organised with national ap-
proval and its support er slat the start confidently affirmed th ;
it would have 1 long term. Within 1 few months, however, the new
cabinet showed signs of failure when c '.'lied upon to solve the
•f /-o t owj ng dj ff j cul t ^ ^ h"' 2^' ?
,
1. The preservation of the balance of power between the two
old parties, the jiyuto and Shimpotoj
2. The suppreccious of their jealouises;
3. The management of the patrog! ne of office now at the
depos.?! of the cabinet. The principal policy of the Kenseito
cabinet was to preserve the balance of power between Mr. ozoki,
the two factions but the distribution of the portfolios actually
made in favor of the Shimpoto. Therefore, the cabinet ministers
1. Tohio Keizai Zasshi no. 1077, P 803.
3. Premier, and ministers for foreign affairs, Count
Ohuma. Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, Oishi. Minister of
Justice, Ohigashi. minister of Education Ozaki, Home Minister,
Itagaki. Minister cf Communication Hayashi. minister of Finance, Mat suda*
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fyf + Vi rs -P^rMformer Jiyuto advised Okuma to give the post of foreign
aff nirs to Mr* Ho sill
,
formerly of "the Jiyuto in 'A r ^ e r to ore-
serve the balance of power, ' request which Okuir:'~ refused*
On August 21, 1898, occurred on incident which c~used the
dcwnf al 2. of the Kenseite cabinet, Mr* Ozaki the jii ni ster <^f
Education ! nd an odherent of the former ShiiiipotO, delivered an
address "before the Educational Association, in which he declaimed
.•i d>— ? j^g^j "fchs ney m al£i n^ oro^ensit -' es o -^1 the Japanese young men»
I" or^er t 0, exr", l'"'"' n mor e clearly the ^ 1v2 ^ es^nes^ ^l^ney he
s^id "that even in America where the ptiilocr^cy w r*s most power—
^F-iiT t*he p qop3 « ^ ^ n° t oct 5 mj "* 1^ onai "•"e to th ore^ident"
t»t i-> o ** 2 Q s he thOUgb t "if Jap a3 Were g republ — C *^''r>'3 peOp- ,^ wou3 d
lihely to e"1 ect t 1""5' weal thi er man t^ the highest position*" This
r «? ft7>nr>Qrt +/*< «>
"""e^ub^ ^ c *^n ^ ^ n*' ^ -p ^ti^5 government comin^1 from q
cabinet i n 1 31er ,v~, 'a raeve v*e"' Tr criticise d bv the conservative stat
men, end the leaders of the former Jiyuto took advantage of this
opportunity t 1^ ", 1 1 ^c"'*" Mr. Oz^''^ wi th the intents on of causing nis
ryrv j sscG froni t 1n c^b -' net **nd having the vacancy filled b1"' a
member of the f ^2?^ er J^ ,ru.t^« The resn^ t was th^t Mr* "3 el-i was
a wo
^ re si gj] bu4* soma days b c,-':j q he handed in his resig-
nation to the Emperor Xtaga&i demanded that one of the former
members o^ the Tiyuto be app©3 nted to fill the vacancy, but this
the p>,2w'', e -** Oleums •v, 3-p ,' i''5<3'^ t /\ oabinet meeting was held to discuss
the Question but it ended without a definite decision. On October
27, 01mma recomriended to the Enoeror that Hr. Inukoi, formerly of
the Shimpto be ^o^o'' nt a d to fill the vacancy of Mr. 03?„ki and th
Emperor at '"nee e^d^^sed t^ recommendation* This ?ction of Count
Oleoma aroused the indignation of Itagaki who, .with two ministers
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of the ifO— rr C— Jiyuto, r e si gne d • Oleum ri ols^ "**ss^ ^led r<i\'^ vem3 r,"", t 3
Pni"v;, o q_ g v^/^i'r q abiU0t .
Pr evicu s "t? the res! 2- - at1on of the Qkuma Xtaga&i cabinet the
Jiyuto - ac "ti.cn hod held s meeting and decided t r ' di ssolve the K
o
-q_
geito ond st^^'t " ns'T *oorty having the s^me r^'-'n^ Ps <^ -t'> the s^me
'or
-
' no ipl oo ""nd the game name as the d ^Censei^-^ • T^e Shimc* to
faction r*i oo met on^ ^ec* ded t"' dissolve --o,^ start ,; new oorty the
Kenoei Honto (original constitutional party), having the same mani-
festo on d the o am s •»3"y"' ncio^ e c: as the old ^Censsi I*"**
The short life of the Kenseito "nd its party cabinet wos i
r?<270r"t di sapp oi nt*^ ent to the pe^p^ o . of the c "uss s of" this failure
wer ej 2. gt j although tjiey s^id in the manifesto th^-t "in order to bring
9
"bout the full completion of constitutional Tovernment, "they decided
"to dissolve **nd t ° ^e t^ e T* u^ite in "^or v"' i n !T s party of oersens in
sympathy with each other, " yet their union was not a true one imbued
wi t h the same ST3j rj "t "nd determination* Their union was hu t 9 tempo-
rary coal* tion, in which for the ti^'e their mutual Jealousy *^nd
distrust " rore merely vail r4, d» it was an r,rtifici'':l > not a natural
u ti J on* Although t^oir ws^s ^m epar* i'^it'"1 s "oolitic?! "oarty, yet
( i ^
they were divinde d int o endless clubs cliones and associations* It
was a notur ?1 conseouenee th^'t such a combination should not long
exist. The second cause which led to the failure of the Kenseito wsfl
the personality of the leaders Okuma r,nd It ag hit The progressive
ond broad—minded policy of the former did not harmonise with the
narrow views of the latter Although It' 2' hi possessed strong points
os a statesman, yet his narrow-mindedness always resulted in the
failure of his olons The third cause of the failure of the party
Q
rn <s H-T-vri ^«rt+ + V,~-r -Poi<r r~-P < + fl o"l p,v^«+« irraf>o r>~\ <3<a ft'lhSrOZlt'S Of ItO,
f«r«v. rt min^„ 4>4«a (« ^,=,a»v+ at T-h^»s ^rder. They were'
olwoys looking for trouble °nd owo.it ed nziy pretense however slight,
(l) The 19th century vol. XIYl ? 146.
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upon which to lews the party. How c?n any politic 1 party exist with
such elments and such personality for lenders? The dissolution of the
ICsnseito ca c in the natural courss of events.
The Y em s got a cabinet which was the successor of* the Qkum'ji—
Xtagaki cbinet was formed outside of *^ "rty lines "'nd exc^u^ive"* y
from the Hembo.t 3u elements. The coming session nf the Diet was there-
fore 1 o ch 3 d uo^n sls rat-hor di"^" ^ic^ilt s^ tuati on for t he govern ent
"because it wes without the suroort of eny of the oolitic^"1 oarties.
Such being the 3t*"'te of rff'irs, ITsmagats ooened negotiations w' th the
new Kenseitc(cld Jiyuto) 1 seeding to secure their support fro*- the govern
mailt, which overtimes were accepted upon condition that a few seats in
the cabinet "be vacted .md placed et the disncs^l of Xtagaki ' s followers*
ysmaget" objected to this "cr cpossl ^nd it seeded f^r s tiir e that the
alii "nee would fad 1 • But n*'l^ y through th° friendly ".edi ti^n of T 'j 9
t ~e new ir ens ci t ~ Deo ame t
~
w e 3 y the ver vi v>
;
ent nnd is'-ued s oublic
announcement t° the e^fe^t th' ! t the v* e ,,r s o f the government were in
a cc d t v their own ^ ^ ^ that t^*10 orijofrji.o^'t- c^u"1 ^ "be e"1 i e
d
upon to promote the welfare of the nation and perfect the consiltitution
This under st ondi nf "between the ^enssit'^ and the govern ent was the
result of money judiciously di st T,^b,i te'^ am^n ^st ~o ^r t r member s '""nd was
net the result of the *>-^-^ ^ ^ jatmont °f ° r ty members to cabinet positions.
The thirteenth session O"^ the et wes rv-oened November 7, 1898^
end it wrs at once seen th?t t v, e attitude of the ICensei Honto (former
Bhimpoto) towards the government was one hostility. They early decided
to ooeoss the government b"* tterly bu"^ the Kokumin Kiokna and the new
Esnsoito he.vi n ^vsn t v, ei >* s1
1
"O'O'*
r
+
' t^ the govern 1 ent the efforts
cf t^s Hen ,*j s'' ^-r^ ri'^'"» wers is ''vain
(l) A**1 ar1 scu^ c e*^ ent w^ich issued on iTov,.'39#
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>-i^c gooni f-i most T,ro'>v'"t ant "bill s for iacres ^ ti°"
the land t ax which was pnssed in the XjO^.ver H0US6* This bill had fail 8
d
to pass at the Previous session on account of the united opposition
of the Jiyuto 3 nd ?himpcto« it was through the efforts of the Kenseito
thnt this hill became a law although members oasis their votes socordins
to t^eir ^tt^i "vis^es and not nsc"ri^ i'1' t^ the wj shss o^ tho^r const^ tu*—
i ent s • The voters be -' as si ^ st y f^rme^s 'vh^ coniparativoly heciv^
t exe s, objected to this bill, but the corrupt members of the Kenseito
sold their votes to the Administration* "The English oe^ole think the'"'
n-vn
-p^2 2 v say s R^u^ 'U "they deceive t^e n se^ ve"3 the^^ "'re free only
rHi-^^v^o- the *=i "' r4c +"''*' 1' 1 of "t* ^ p> t*i om
o
q jj ^ of parlj snient * 3 s s^^n 00 the^ r 9 y
o
~ ~
*° "
'
"
(3)
"
"
ni qc t " d p©Op3 e 2T6 eX] '3"' iya ^ ELIld haV€ power* " The S3I&6 "i Q n 13
true f J"
'
32p ' i] as o*^ En *"' "nd*
After the c^^se c** the Thirteenth session of the Diet,
the T^ e^ 3e ^ Hooto ''ent "oc^ 3 ~ic'~l speakers "11 over the country c lliiig
tj jj o attentj on t e 15 to the 'col 1' tic r Questions of the day such
rs the r djustmerit c** the 1 dmini stration of the lend tax. Their speeches
greatly aroused the psop3 2 , on Novse ber, 17 a Et gene r elL meeting of the
Fov^QO" ^,> nt r> was nTaT_ to rj^ scuss th^ "oo"! io -' e^ to be advocated in the
1^ r*m * y\ ry> (jo/)^ •> r> +Vf> f^Tl iMUfirin' V)TftO,1"< «mP Wl5 o "n r» "h "i O n <2 {J Jw »w* 4aO ^ .^.-A— J-l^- — ^ —— - •' — 'o tr *' O- J
-
-* ~~~ w**w r«
1« "Administrative adjustment in the rrmy end nr?vy, Formuc -
end all three other d^ v,ect -' ^ns , Restoration of the l^nd t r x r post
"nd tele ,^,"r* h t»«->+o<s -^n^ s^y tax t" the -' ^* "P^t^^q^* level '.'ith
recourse to ncv sources of t -j x * on« 3. Active conduct of foreign
offairs exte^s -5 aatioaa"* 'nte^ests " vi orestige, preservation
of the territcr -' j nter""1* -' ty 0"^ c 1"1 — D£ "ind Core*j, 3 • R e due tion of
(1) Tokio Keizai Zasshi 00. cit. ?, 804.
(2) Toussead, social contract 3C 11 Ghap.15
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|', of unproductive enterprise? in the Budget, encouragement of education,
if cevel ooment of notion - '!, resources, rapid completion of means of cokuqu—
nicoticn end transport and of works for preventin 0, floods 4. Reform
q-P a
"'DUSOS Of "'^''^ Ol ^ov' f>~£ +;"h^> oyi 1 n-r t_ jo-ifpr'^^Qe With
"('£) '
r>~\ q £ o^ ^ns, "
Tjjg Kenssito °"1 s o "^^oted b o^l^ ticaU programme ^"^r the
c
0"
' i np" 3essi.cn of the Diet "s "^"^ll ow s
*
3. • The extension of franchise, 3 state purchase of private r ilw "s
• the 3 ^v-'-v^t /r>-!--; <~.v> - -p wvr. t t no o( 3 st at e dr -^r3.vm.ent 's,-':' ~* <",c r,l
( 3^
"orison expenditures, 4 aboliton of the law of politico! issoci'^tions*
The " 1 at for 10. of the Keisei Honto wo.s well written represen—
h fjg^ +h<5 t^jLO sentiment of the oe^p"' 5 °nd the resG po"^3 t^c - ! de ; s of
+Vin T^ortyj ^^d showed c"* <3 --v, 2. ,r t^e ott"* tu^e the party indended fi'r, i!in'
!j to t ~h o"*"*inst the ^overnnent which hed no credit with the people*
il
'B dr^i ni 3tr **t 2 ve f^^lu^e the government ^ n t"*""3 army, novy ond other
1 direct -' '^ns wa g unquestioned, ond the diplomatic failure of the govern^*
jv> + •? th" Qu r,r! t"; os '"•^ t"1"10 ~it"o -vtj -I •£ j nri r\P the territorial integrity
1 of Chi n*"1 end Ccrea shewed r weak and stupid policy. The abuses of
I i
1 official dom hod t~lre''d',r reached ^Imost beyond s remedy, the inter-
ference of t"^ n government ^ rj elect^ ^ns had heen become a common pr oc~*
4 ti c e • The corrupt adminj ^tr^t^on snd unconstitutional conduct of the
'
^ovsri' ent "rey g due to "^ ln 'T> 3 ack of t^ue stetesnenshio end ability on
the pert of cabinet members. Wh^ would be sotisfied with s government
di spl oyino such ineffj c -' enc r and such corruption? The platform of
» ; the Kensei ^ont*^ w"s e"1 ~n rr' t :^e ] "*ne of true stetesmenship 2nd di s—
ployed the reel o ot r i 1 i s~ ^f which J n on e s e people he-ve been so proud
(l) The Asiatic Society of japan Vol. XlX part 11 P # 444
lit
I (2) Lay, op, eit. P. 445
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for many generations.
The platform of the Kenseitc 3.1 so mentioned a few very
important policies of the party, which would be followed at the
next 86831on of the Diet; but on the whole, it oould not be compar-
ed Trri. t h thrt of the Xcnsei Hcnto, It die1 not show the s^^e n^t"-1 ^n'1 "'
spirit ''nd honest i^t^rcst in the "re"* "^~,>*e ^ t^e oe^o"' e# ex-
tension of the f- onehi go ~nd st te c.vnership of orive.te railways
'.vere matt er 3 of lecrl interest, while state defrayment of local
prison expenditure was net important Question at all* The aboli-
tion of the low of politico]! associations was the wisest and most
interesting plank in the platform. On the whole, the platfor
r\ & 4;V f% T/*/-j*-,^.^44-^ ^ -\ >-» ->-» o v-i+ -4- V, 4- -v^ t o rr>*s *v* ? f- #->^^ V/aar-, r9 ^ <T3*i T* o
of the party was it '.rrs limited by the co-operative alliance with
the government. For the sake of money they hod sacrificed their
JSr* --^/^^-/a- o -a ^ Ji.iv if Wi. X t&i 3 v — *i -a w pvW^lvi
The fourteenth 3es3ion of thd Diet wa s formally opened
on November 22, 1399 with the government supported by the Kenseito
-p o -v. *,i vw,*v (-.^w.^t v, -4--v« .-.i /-*-p A"1
"
1
'-i'ov ri"r,
'fr'i e vit "bil 3 s
Tore ^ *" c o c d thout t v, '~' 1 e^e j ^^-^\/»> <?; +;-« q^ # '"he most irroort '..nt bill
c em e up du ?5 n sr the sess*' on we 9 t^e rev* ^ed election 1 ^w.
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CHAPTER IX
RISE OF THE RIKKEN SEIYU KWAI AND ilARQUIS ITO'S PARTY CABINET,
faring from the development and activities of political parties
in J 2p -- 1 n, '.to c em - now to a di scuseion of the most import **,rit o^litjiC'l
party willell h^s ever "po o 3 — e d in the oolitic'''"1 1^ fe the Emoire
the Rihlccn Beiy\i Kwoi (o^rty of F*riends of Consti tntion" 1! government*)
After the close of the fourteenth session of the Diet, the Kenseito
• <2 not satisfied wi h mere!! 1 r rece^ vin°* >vio riey for it*3 service ^ n suo—
pcrtin^ the jcvsr^cntj but desired to f orn 2. cosO.ition with the Ham-
n +vj_ r» j /- -«« rir*-y> j-r\ rf:* >-> share s >^ -i;h'a governs rtnt with th~t ^nd in view
1. To require the cabinet rr.err.bere to join the Kenseisoj
3. If this eould not be done to give seats in the cabinet to the
Fow no< + «A yn AmisAT oJ— .~w-.— ,J~— » •
The Premier, Yom
*
, '*",t re""rused to ta&e oction on the propo-
sitions at once on account of the "eoro',chin o' wedding of His Imperi ;1
TTi o'he3s the Crown o v"' v,>Q t_j and it was not until M -,r 31st, thnt the
flionorii Q^w. ohqt" g itejain brought t ",r> Quest, ^n to the ottent^ on o T
~~ °*
(3)
*D ^
' i
_?^ 7s aprat 3 9 ri swe "** ° c! as fo"'"' "^w s
•
1, The entr^^ce ^f the cabinet vn awV) .ov- into t ^ ° Kenseito could
not be carried out immediately because the matter concerns individuals}
2. The entrance of the Kenseito members into the c?binet could
not be 'd^ci^ed bTr th rt Pr emi! because the motte^ o 5ncerns the rij7>ht
r*f t^e Evv, ">*> e"** ^r a
1,1omh e s -^"^ the JCense^ to "!/, ^ v, 2 "> nd-' snant at the reply of tne
Premier, end notify q '3 that t^e Ke >iseit'> c^nld no longer co-
operate with the ^evornmont • ^he verier ^ 1 commissioners of the Kenseito,
(1) Tbkic Keiz-i Zasshi no. 1077 P. 305.
(3) Ibid.
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Messrs. Hoshi, Stayematsu., Hayashi, Hatsuda and ICataolta they called
on MaxQui 8 1 1 ^ "^nd invited hi.ni to ent er their party 9 s its hesd* He
i nfore1, s d thor. th r t he would c e nsi der the matter o ruefully ^nd answer
1 ber. After the fall of the Itc cabinet in M y,19G^] he de^vered
hroughout the country on the necessity of the recon—
3 bruc t ing politics! ^rrties, and it ty^s for this re s^n that the ^e'le—
r ** ^ c tt v" i s c** ^>Tifty 9 q^ the Tronsei^o invited him t^ ente** the oa^ty r, s
its 3 o^der. On July B the c ^mrii s si.
'
Nrier s ""•ov-
-
* >^
'net "^to ^nd he then
formally refused to join the Kenseitc in as much he himself intended
+/> org32ij 3 new p**1 "' j 2. c a] party* ft.9 " f e have see 11 the statesment of the
S ">t~C h"1 q <3 snioyf n°* monopoly of the government *ver e n'tuir 'jlly
opposed to the appointment of Messrs. Okums and Itogaki, the lender s of
the old Eensoitc, to the cabinet as their successor s. But Itc, being
-y» <-> 2 ^
^
tjq and h*"4oad minded ''t at
e
e,yvi an r^c^^nized the necessity of
pol j t3 c parti es j n the const* tuti onal system 3 1 cl'mowi edged the
/-\-p cv"be*,, s political "o er t ^ e s to form e cebinet. He s' id the
p o-i»t ection oonsti tut- on - '"1 '""overnment could be attained only i?/hen
a politic"1 party which controls a majority in the Diet forms a
cabinet. Itc, haying studied the history of constitution"! government
i 1^ ETir^pe ^^d AYvie"v*iC'*!n well knew the necessity of oolitic r l parties^
"^nd understood that 3 c^b^ne*" c^u"1 d n^t exist without the support of
politic* 1! "sorties, even in Japan end it "res for this reason the t he
*KaH ""si 1 o1 flco <a "h © r*l "Pnwtn 4*4 /•*»*< ^ -P « -n^T •" *}*,•" -i ••j'+Tr q q hi Aro"'i OX SL10"~
port tc the Hembe.t eu government .> after the amalgamation of the Jiyuto
and Shimpcto. Although hie plan " r es rejected by the cabinet, he
via «•<•*"'• toV" * + ii-n tft ~-,r <? Vawf ? -r -i r> »-,•* ri^_ ^"^t G"^ the CfcLSSOiUtiQn
of the Itc ce.binet, he lost no opportunity to express his opinions
(i) Ito'e speech on "Election Reforms", Feb. 30, 1900.
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of the necessity of re cmstrue ting politic ail parties.
On August 25, 1900 the formation of the Seiyu Ewai,
successor to the jiyutc and the Kenseito was announced; and its
JftifOXlS v>
"v"' 'OQ^-^T « T j S 9TU.S d "b1r T +r< Trj rtT>/J<iT> -fjo jygj tJti V)» 1
1
" " " " " '
'
^ "
JJ
^
(1)\ — /
understanding the monifesto we shall C'*i ns'' d©"*' it under "^oxir he j !ds»
1, Criticisrr: of the conduct of the exi sting poli tic el nerties.
2. The appointment and dismissal of c acinet ministers.
% R ol -> r\v*i /-> P + V, /-> v\/»0 4 t- -i f\ m 1 v-\ »tT» + -i o<a +; /-> +• Vi » q (•n.lo
4» m he strict maintenace o ^ party disciplines*
1. ltd 1 s criticism of the conduct of the existing political
portiss shewed cl early t^eir weei "o^ints, '~lth~u?h he rec^ ryni^ed
cheerfully the r dv,vicc that h e d "been i"''de h,,r them during the previous
ten ye^rs of constitutional government. **To speak fr ehly", s^^s ^to
4q t h e 1,1 9 ni f ° r:!t c "it has fo^* c-w''1 vea***s been source " ^ or'^'und
r e sr e t t^ me t /*v ^hserve ^ tendency ryyi t" e oert of the existing poll**
t^C'l e a "^t j es t ^ he "bet*7* "'' r e d in "r^t^^g gnd deeds which ere at variance
"^^> +1^^
"oy^ noide 9 1 as ^ ^ /*,,vn is tb ^ c ori s^ t1
1
1 ^ on " n d whi c ^ 1 n di oate s
oroneness to sacrifice n^ti^n"! f^r "orivte interests, end which.,
moreover, "re ant*> monistic t ^ t"^e fundament'?! national eo 2. i cy decided
u*e on hy Pi 1** I qji 33 ~*[*\^aei+ir the time ^f t*n<=i ^rious Restoration
in unison with the rocLu* ""events o -** the universal "orosress achieved*
He continues j "the lementeble consequence is that the conduct of these
Gerties le"ves much to he des 1' ""ed n regard bo the maintenance of the
honour end ^ood name the Empire ecr^ed end to the aciuirment of
(
the confidence end trust of the peepl at home."
(1) Seiyu Kwei Sengensho
•
(2) The japan Times, August 1900.
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2. As to the appointment and dismissal of cabinet ministers,
the m aai if e st o held to "this r i nc in1 e of ab solnt 6 freedom u** on the
o?rt cf the sovereign "to select his advi sers from wh s t ever luart er s
Hs deev3 prcosr whether from !?mon the members of pol itic sQ. osrties
or f?Oxb out si do those orirties. "When ^rice ministers " runs the niani—
Pon-^f^
"have been appo3 nte^ and ioveste^ wj t 1^ tho^ »* resoective offi*~
cial functions, it i 3 not under any circumst'-nce "/hot ever de sir able
•Pn^ their f o"' ^ ^7 o or
t
Tr men ^r t ^ e r ^ the -1* po*^ itic al "^ _r"' ends to i rit
f srs in any manner with the discharge of their duties; and any fai-
liir c t^ "^r asa thi3 fundamental orincinle, would "be fatal to the or oner
e^^^oo^t rriana^enent imc^^t ant affa3 rs st^te ovid mi^ht lead
+ f-\ ij vi i rr rN-t- -v>,j^^^t n
"jjij q . i -v-) e> T«r -3 »* t^"us en^en er ^ evil s
(1)
and ?buses unspeahable. This statement from the manifesto seems
ot fj r st ml q no o to j ndicats that Ito w^s opposed to o^rty ^jovernment,
t^v£ t 1^* sis .. 33™""*or ^ Tjjg maai festo s^moly adv C'Ated the "ibsolut^irree—
^om of t^e sovereign t A select his .""dvisers "but did not mention even
^ T7'*>
"
r
* d -i+^ov^ -t-i»r <» ^ n c ^'b''
n
ci ''* 2nd ''ho D -' ° t 11,1he J''"^
"
,riese
"Id . ' ' " ** T '
constitution clearly makes it the duty of the respective ministers of
state to rive t^eir ^dv'ce to the Emoer^r^ and to order that the mini—
d-vo-»»r» "? n+i + n m*^y ^
^
"^"t ^ rT-iQ-i
ci11 t ,r they Vriust he in harmony ,vith
the m.'jrrity of the Diet. When the ito cabinet found it an impossibili*
ty to hol"o in h' r^^n-"" with ths majority of ths Kensei to in the Lo^er
House Itc recommended that Ohum*' 2nd Xtasaki form a oahinet to snccee
him. Hence it can bo seen that it was not Ito's ides te oppose pexty
c abi net
•
3» Cone erin^ the relation of oolitic:;! parties to the state,
the m^ni^estc adV'Cted the advanced i de ' that 8 political party
(1) Ibid.
(2) Article 55.
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cugth to m"'l:e it its primary object to devote its whole energies to
the public weal, in order to put life into the administrative machi-
nery of the country, the manifesto claimed it a necessity that admini-
strati ve officials should be recruited under a system of definite
qu ftlific?tion. "ft is absolutely necessary", says the manifesto, "that
o antion should be t^lien to ovoid f^llin 0, into the fatal mistake o -^
giving offici?! posts to men of doubtful Qualifications, simply because
they b ' 1 "ng to Q particular oolitic^"1 party*" Knowing the weak o^ints of
+Vig rr
2
1
"^ t o ^"d ^ t 151 corruption the Ma^^u^ s says " In ^io c **' s e sho iJiid th
support of oclitic'"! p*^rty to given for the promotion of *^ny partisl
iixijaras'ts *n "v* onss consj ^n-*--. "'occ"' character o r und^31*
^ g q or ^ai1"*tins j nf1 u^nc e o "ii-i + o^og+rt^ a e
c
q T^oifn cut^ons o^
*"to '.Tors intended t^ s1"c e*^ nwav th*3 ah*5*"5 ve a*** - c " ^ c
3
5 ^f "^ece^ v* n 01*
j
j
*q <^ g 2nd the evil t o party ^ c ? see !r "' n r,, »
As to t^e st -**^ ct maintenance "^art -"" discia"' ine, the
Hcrctui s sock e cs follows!—— "If oolitic 1 party aims, as it
should aim, ':~z beino j guide for the ae^a"* e it must first commence
wi th m r,int' i ni Off s t rj c t d3 sc ^ ^"i j ^ ^> *",ri d 0"r de ^ n ^ t s own r nnk s '*n
d
aoove nil wj th shan^nsr * 4"'s '"wn '""-^^nf"'-*- iyj an *"'b':5n"'ut c' nd- s -* nce'^e
devotion to the oublic interest of the country*
As he s al 'T, 0"'^ Tr been stated t'^e mfin^ ^"^lio Uarcjuis ito
c o nt oi no d a hi'7,1"1 st
"
, t
e
ri a
a"* ik i de r- s ^nd g^^'ved hriw ^troiiT was his
ambition to reform all evils ^nd ab^"1 "* sh corruption of the existing
nrrties. The ide of the ""e—c^nst^^ct -' •"'a ^f ao^itical a ?rties as
expressed in the manifesto shows th.^t he h:s a profound and exten-
sive k no'.vl e ^ '^'^ o ^ pol ~ t3 c* 1 sc3 ,ri
v
^
c
^
«
The prj nc^a"' es t^e ^c'^ai Kwa3 'Yhich mere dr'",,/'2i up by
(1) Ibid.
— — ^.
,
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jtO BLTft S"5 TTOly B /"NVV,VV' SIllj 023, th EJtliaj f$ StO • 'P'horr o qy-t «-PT_v
(1)
— . c orooos3 dutifully to 3u nrd t"33 c^'ist -* tutii o1! 0"^ tha
Enioi.r3, crid in .? c c c - dttnc 3 '.vith its provision, to p sirf 30 t t 33
TTorking of the scvoraign pow3r, and thrust conduct important natior&LL
<^-p-p-,^v>«
<> or c 30***vs tha rj ^""t s and 3 3 h1sr ^ 3^ of ^ nd* v' dual 3u^oj3Cts»
2» ^0 aim t advenes tha prc 30 sz*i ty and civilization 01? tha
country w o ' 2r ^ 33 °* in raj nd ths 2?and t jjj -o ^ v -1 i pQ"i icy in^u^-ir^tcd at
3 « Wc d3siro t»0 33CUT3 1 13 h^rmoni ^us "70-"hi nrr of tha admini st*~
r ^ t ivs n3C^z nory *^nd t^ v" « 3 3 ii*v3 tns sanity ^tiH iusili co ^ ts °ot^ oi»
4« ^3 shall 3ni3 ^vor i#o cultiv'to frisnds^io 0^ ^'^n^i^n p
o
1? 3.t
s
•
5. Ws — c^^ 3 3 t r ni , i'j'ii ri st zr ^ ncr national daf3nc3s within
3* 02700333 to 3ncouz"'^3 3duC"Hion and d3V3l on tha nation - !
7 • W3 "^^rcooss to 3t"y*3n'v*!i hsn t"^3 33 ^ a'**™ ^ q "basi 3 of n :j j )n 1 iifa
Dy ths 2 r13 "'j 1'"' 2isjni6nt ,> "'7 a^o?.! cu3 tura q^^viot^o n*51/^ o"- 1*^ on and f aoili—
+ *=>+' -^v^ /«> -P r> v-i ^ ^.-,4--; ^ v-i
8« 17'3 ^""^ ^ 3 3 to " °t ""'"b"1 j Sh «+ q v> T.OC33 SS"' "7"^yoj^3nt «
Th3 c szrsi^.ony o -^ in ^u 'ion of ths SsiLyu Kwai took pi ?c 3 at
the Irr.psri;:l Hotsl on ^optsrr.bsr 15, 1900. At this :r. 3 3 ting jto urg3d
th3 c ''T !ryi n~ out tha ^'o ^ « < g<a ^3.31 aims 'vh*' ch 32? 3 laid down in
his —233nt v mif 3 *^t ozid 3 rioip|3 ss rr^icr wdBll d — ^ui — 3 th3 h3 7 r t
y
c o~00 sr 3 1icn and support of h* low mSMlDsrs of ths association*
(l) Seiyn Tr,""'! Tr^-r»T7-/>^
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The organi z at i oxi of" the Seiyu T,r ".r "i was "* ^^Vg^ noon r, s ste*o
toward in t ho politic' 2. '3re3ress of Jipan, "beo \ise t to
h
d ", national
27 sput s t j cr1 ^n^ he"1 5 the nlD solut 5 confidence the peop3 e»
p 3Qi ncn"t IQSmberS Of tllS "O^Z'ty, WllO h"d d"* Sting&j ^hed thOfflL—
•
3elve3 bof ore vt3ts3men, financiers 3nd od.'r.iiii3tr ''i^rs gave con—
fj dono 3 to t^e 'jo^^lc ~nd even t ° sti fcesi] 9 tlie Sj t—OliQ c"1 fins
^
^ ^ net 3"v,, ^7 any 3i ^"^^ q sp3 ensure* The viv*'"' 2 r>^2 v> C'^jint Oleums
o '• ? 4- V> — +- It,- -to /-s-P +• 1-, r>1 ->tri ~-(- .-, 4- « owi V, <s ah,-\wn + "h, a n-i t1 -rT» «i cj q O t •1-,'hia
nation "by accepting party influence "s inevitable.'«
yj^g most d 3 2"** - ^c is j vc c t] 9r e c "j s -1" 3 et^o the n our •^•"v+^Tr was t^e
-vr
^ q -p 4-i-,>s --ii^ <•»- i ut g power *jf ito fe"h f 1
1
n de 2? o the party^
qThtbi a and ItagalcJ q •"v" q a ^< i •? +•! j -^n -p f ^ d q but they never ^ ^susd
4jVi«
,
-
-f and ^ "** f n o j
p
" !La _r* ^'v^i na^ss a? 'vns d'^^i's ^3y I'tJO
j n name ^ lis
'i"v ',
">,
ij'' r # iJoiJ ^ ri2.'''' ".r3t 3 t'13 ^ ^ ^ rici'o^ 33 '"I'd '^i 3 112.^33110
drawa up "by him, but he was also giver, power to ^.mend them, r^he
1*1 er^lD 3 27 3 "Te^e reQ.ud.red t^ ^ ^ c^ v^ vv, 3 rid« Ti n'3 ,vr "^ se eo to
the ^ e
i
Tti j^v.r *^ "the ^^'"(j"^ -+j ^ ^^-^^1 •n -^ "the "e^ier'al G'*"1 " i 3 3i'^ T.e—
-
; and
^3C"^3t""3i33 *^ ^ tO 00»L^ wfto+i m T"r^,r? on r ol ir ^J] ^ "o ^ gpt^fl Oi X *
Kur b the Pe"''""' 1 Kwai wes t 1", 3 pol^ "j^c'"1 oit jt 1^, not its meirioeifs*
3^t li^ d h'"1 ^^ Ito' 3 -*-! + -\ i^^a o +jq say 0"^ tlis S3iy_i Kwaij
"c'est ir.ri." It '.7*"- 3 hie ^r "ty "3 L r,ni9 XIV of France oontroXled his
011^ < <a« *? Wl^TT ^ T+ ko'Vii <a/a +• o -i^-?vi + Vi o Tfon <;oi +o T o"l <i T^i ^niij'^i )oU.J J ^-v/ w 9« J. X - - 3 - U3D J - iil J -- ^ £> - ^— \ ^ — j J - /
th ,-> n
*
% ^> 3 3 cosuud 3 ,s '' ^^o^^ ^>^ t^is ^en.se
-
' ^
,
'*
> invited hii— 20 enter
their party as i"te leader? Tje th^u°,ht it would* be inroossi "ole to manage
pQjn4>y ^v^^j^v, t •$ yn ^ + ^
*^ traditions ""nd cusb^mSj v/hioh Tvere
of lend 3"t "n di n°* if he j^ine^ j t. Having 3iich views, Ito fo^ined the
Qft^ 'Til "'wa<o w — y u. — •
The majority of the m^^hers of this party joined it think—
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ing Ito to "be the most advanced and successful statesman of Japan,
and D cli oving thet through his effort e the develo'o-ierit 0? "oolitic "1
oo.rtioc '"iid the T?tification of their own oolite ~1 amoi.tl.ons would
/->
—
<-<- t y v«
2
B —
c^1 8 ,,rsnt to ths Seiyu ^r,7""' not ~^ t 1n e s
e
of ite T2. 3 ni f c c t e end orinciple*? "but si:roly on account of politic si
friendship ™.ri t h It^. <~< ,~ v - e joined it*" not boo ai 1 e-e they t 1 v» ,^ -i "but
Kensei Honto or the Keikokuto. 7he Seyu Kwai included among.-its members
wqv-i ^
-p
"^2r —
c
^
r
1 rvo t o'vs "ni ""le'i lutr a*~r adi al 3 dsas«
The appearance of the Seiyu Kwai under the leadership :f
Itc led to the reeigne.tien ".'he Yamage.ta cabinet, and on Oct her 19,
1000 Xte formed hie cabinet e"* ^0 et enti**' "' y on p srty lines it be** n *
The political situation receive'5 approval throughtout the country,
but it t;o3 thought at the tirr.e that the dispotic power of the Ha-nba-
tsu wds-finolly broken and the control of the government transferred
into the hands of politic 1 parties, but Ito'e cabinet did not last
ILojug sno" J'^o 01^ j s io"-^ *^ und°r o /> nt***'> "' o ~p the ^^'"batsu*
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CHAPTER X. i.. *
PARTY METHODS AT D PRACTICES.
Politic "2. "3 crt i 3 arc p r h 3*3 3 TTC— perfectly y t^.t' ? ri "tjVig
Unit sd States than in any other country in the worl d.
j ^"3 n3 3 3 parties have little or n^ or n^ s s ti *^n as compared 'Nr'th
p ar t i 3 3 in the TTnit 3 d St3te3. The devel rpment of a perfect for;:: of
organization must bo the result of lone: experience 3,3 the history of
political pert! 3 3 in the united St3tes shows. Almost a century of
growth 2nd adaptation has been necessary to bring form in that country.
As for Japan it has been but a little over ten years since the election
W — *iW X ±A O iJ — * . . . - ^- • — j j ^ w — — W - — o/% — .> _ w — j ^ J _ .1 JiiV«Jp —
tp v ^^,-y.4>,.
nistint n ^ ns n entr a3 <=>•> ^ Afflc n ^ n T ,*1nd b m %ich
c'^i C2 c in t 1r e "~ 3f 3 31ur 1-5 « he "^"^ c ^ a3 s *"* ths he d ^"^"^^ce c^ns^ st
0"^ 1 3 *j dcr several c
'
>vw,rv>
^ 3 qj azier s jri j ^ec'et^i^es. Ths ^ 5 n der c ont—
r> —
« l i •+- o i-P-Pi' v. ^ ^>-p +i-,o "COT^y W"1 ^ "* Q duty r> -r "tj^o COl2I2l3 3 3"i ^r-\ay 3
.
'
„
~
' (8)
^ o t 3 3 3" 3^ v ^ ^ n the a
^
v"1 inj ^t^^t^^n ^ ^ o^r t * r t •-, •? 3 # Ep-c h o art^
lipids an o^rmuol gr^nd weetin.'r in To&j q iust b 3 fq the ^oen^nr1' £ ths
Diet. The mooting is 3.t tended by the revive ~nd ex-members of the Diet,
end by from two to our de"^ er^^t^s froin « q v ^""e^ectures. A.t t^is nieet-
ing a leader ^ camm^ 33^ ^n 3 ^ are a ^ »q + 1 -i ^xce^t ^ the c^se 0— the
Seiyn T^ "7 i T7hich I h 3vo 3 1r 3 dy menti one d in the orevions ch?.pter.
A 3t rt 3ment of the finonci"! condition of the party is also made it
thi s mooting ~^d imoortcrt *0", ""t Tr j s'^^s^ "yh^ch • -r 3 to bs ore sent e d in the
coming session of the Diet : r 3 discussed. Besides the annu?i party
meeting the cctive members of the Diet belonging: to sech party ol so
hold meeting just before the opening of the Diet to prepare rind dis-
cuss party mo 3 sure s and
(ijRulss of the Seiyu Kwai art. 1. Rules of the Kenseito art. 1..
(2) Rul33 of the Ssiyu Kwai, art. fc. Rules of the xenseito, art. 3, 4.
(3) Rul.es of the Seiyu Kwai arts. 6,7; Rules of the Tr Sn a e ito,
^rt 9 . 7, 11, 15.
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y« r\^ 4 i-t 4 o *5
The 03- gani zctIod of the bronch office in ri^ro 9i yvi"o^'3«
J*
"to ^ffici ol 8 censi3t of oommi 3 siener 3 who t^he charge f sll the
«-> 4? 4* ~» 4 •»% »-\4? 4.1-, /-» r\-P-P -i n n TVn -"/! /"» /-vvxiv^ 4 fjn< flnn»a ovi ^ +Vin ^r>T o rc<v+ q a t- -\
(3)
», v>v<« ^1 r*-~ ^, ,41 v~ • . -> • • •• i-p r± «1-\/^r?£»v> 4- + V <-> wi /=» o + 4, v> rj» r\-P -/-\ -v> o 4? o f—, , <a
Qq f "3 thC ^""T^piZ Bit j Qn t i ^ -P t qq *",ricl the T^t* * nch Offal C e S
"3 C HO C1 4j *j q'"**1 parti C 9 haVO m9 cle 3T 2"! 3 Ir^ SibH 2 "0"*"° s *3 ^
Japan since the set ablishment cf the Diet "but with respect to the
nominating system, there is still room for much improvement,
( z)
In the opinion of prominent political t hi nicer 3, there sre-
four methods v/hereby cnadi dates may be brought before electors.
In the fir st ^ot^ocls 3*^1^ **ien sir v**t for to "^ill ^ ~i **»q *^ t- of li
nity of responsibility because of t^eir ''Cbn^" rl !; c!.'r '':>A3uoeri''", rit',r in
" --<
- $at e sn d pub! ^ life The second! met h'*'1 cl ^ ^ wh
e
-
** e 9 e 1erj s ryf
j n
-
^"1 u °n ti. "^1 no*^ ^ut forward] ~ oandj b"* commending hi~ to tne
q*i 3 j ^ The th 3 n 210tho d T,z ^ "** s "^n indi v5 fhii fei h^ ivi ^el f us 2.
nvj., d^tc f^r office The ^,,^ ,jL""t 1^ ^ e t cl * s TTbe^e t^e i 1 'b. el'it e is
brought befero tbe electors, "by the people themselves i.e. by the
t*. ^"'bers if n. ^orty *^ 3 s er^ b"^ e^ in w ^ ^ ^ o <-i > 4 -r^ r' 1 ^ ri ^ through
Pi ^0 ,-5 the p ^ ^ ^ ^3 ,vv)o ,Ti ^ o> -p the J"^ nnese Diet, ei ^ht
^lections ""or r, e iTbe"y*'? of Jj rs '"r 3^' w^v^^n have ^eon"""re d., ^reiuent
rtT ^ -*- 4 f\y\ m V^Trn 49 a -v> o ^ ^.y-, r\-*\ *s s\ y> + « • «4 4-^» r\ -P 4-/3<-.4-4 m rr T +«oijo »-o"h^^^igCX ww wiviiO 1/ w w j. -1. — w — j. ^ xJ t^ >. — J jy w _ j ~» J j — . _ — J " —- J -a - s
C-F aft^llTl Tlfl* «.^^^)4,^^4-o<-i T»n 4-"Kn 4> 4 v ri-r* rlivnri o1ar»+;S on o •>
Kcjority of tbe C"iid.i elites were brought before the electors by the
4? 4 k» 4. •iv^^l o /-> ^ -1 w »~> » ^ rj fPVifl, 4? 4 -v. ^,4- wi + V, r\ V> r>W»tr«-^ -s r\-\-\ ~\ 1 "\T
^ i ^ ^> « 4- v o c<a-( Tm TTw**'! nrl; fi Rn"1 ° «5 o -^ tb"3 TTeilSSitO
\ / * * _ ^ C w-u w - v — y vL . ... — Utp4i • 9 . - 1 ^— -* - - - •> ' ~~ v — ~
Art
. 13.
(2) Rules of the Seiyu Kwai ort.7. Rules of the Kenseito,
^ -»»4- T 1
(3) Bryce, American Commonwealth, vol. 11. ?. ??. Gad-
bin, TJnforsegn Tenlenoie3, P. 51.
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fell into disuse, because of increasing corruption of Japanese
3t a t 33mcn n.3 wel 1 the si ect ore. In later elections the third
method oane into use end candidates offered themselves for office,
A method somewhat similar to the fourth was introduced
(1)
oy Harqui 3 jto in the elect -' ^n ^^ v' ^erne's"** t^e L>',,,70 v, House 1^503.
According to thi 3 plan, each branch office of the Seiyu Kwai shall
organise a nominating committee which consists of prominent party
members in the prefectur^out it is provided that members of the
committee shall not "become candidates. A3 soon as the candidates
arc nominated, the committee i 3 required, to send a statement of the
nomination to the V| ead ^ -p >^ * 33 2t Toliio. hose can^i dite^ are to ""oe
•1^*1^ "^^»r/n <4 V>tt "^V/* <7«^v"( "O ««mrvi< r> ftv A rs-P ±\rs rt^vv^ n<"!^ f\ Y\ "** CI
'J £j * v v v< 'i >J j v * ^ J ^ ^ U — j.- J «w JL o — > ,/ illilA . V-Ij— a
of the head o^^ice and ^ "ny acf cendidets ^ s "9reposed, the
ge*^ e"*""! eommj ttss reserves the ""^ T^t o*^ malc^n^ ^ill ^ nvesti °* iti on
end of refusing to endorse the nomination, jt was in order to
carry out 3 progressive policy that jto introduced this new system,
out the plan ^as never h e e '"i successfully oarr- ed out. It see riis
*• «i <^ A ft .Vr-\ T o 4; <f» v" « A f\f* +Tr A -** +Vo rion+w ^ ^ ri A + a/nti qi r! „i r* It tart
^- — J ate W «-.' *^ «*• *^*
,
lj Wl W> *i - «.* ..^ J — — >- ^ -J. ~» - j -1 — W V — -i .) •« J. V ± J 3V
ind roce* ved it very 3"', '| '|,r, At the ^reseat time, the second e,nd
^jhird m ct^ h" d s ncm^ nat^ a*^ are r*'ov^ 2 1 -| 1 y preva3 c^ is i. e« 3 c sindi—
date nominates himself, or a coterie of influential men put for-
ward a candidate recomrenling him to the electors.
Having discussed t h e nom^ natj ng systems I ^haLl now
consider the methods of conducting the election campaign. A candi-
date is not left wholly to his own resources in conducting his
cema~ign no m^tto -*1 Wiethe -1" ^e n^min^tes himself, or is put forward
Vif n It! r, -P-y. oii ^ r> rw <a Via-pArn +>ia a") OO'H KY\ "the ' ii-ojr o w — ^/ L -x— o « v^i^lu t o'^Ji..'^/ j _ UwiwAC j -i — j— ^
-
A> w —
diadete '^-^ his ^r 4 ends 'p ',' >avi 3 cma^i^n heed committee and severel
(l) Election Notice of -rto.
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branch committoss in his district. The c.andido.te o,cts as leadss
of the head eommittedfcrhile his personal friends and prominent
men of the localities conduct the affoirs of the branch committees.
The committees visit both friendly end doubtful voters, and sven
voters opposing parties and appeal to them to vote for their
r> ~* ^ n
In addition to the cenvasing conducted by the committees,
and c~ndid.::te himself frequently visits each voter in the district,
are requested hi? support at the polls, in the rurv_l districts,
j. aw < . v — ^ L w wiAuv o o^. *j. *J j J *i _ wt a u...... J w> -~ «3 J J> 9 9w«fci w w wL ^ «J If —
extensively because of the grc.?t labor involved in visiting indi-
vidual voters. But in the urban districts, it is considered in-
dispensable. On the whole, it would seem that person?! canvassing
by the dandidate is of great importance in s c?untry like Japan,
er e the rce^*escat """^"^ v rt sy st v^-irs "w^ov^ "Out ^ * y °3"j nb3 "* shed
where political convictions still count for little or no t hi
n
Besides the canvassing of the bronch committees • the
candidate, the most important ogencies are public meeting, ?aid
distribution of political literature and appeals through the press.
Since the adoption Of the new electicr: law in 1900, public meetings
hove become mors and more populor, and important* At the public
meeting tho candidate explains and defends his oolitic' :l policies.
His success depends, esaeciflly, if he is ? ne"; candidate, upon the
It has been customary for the parties to send out to the
various d-* str 4 C3 d4 stinsm<l ~'!"''^'' orators fro™ the head offices in
*" w
-
vi -i.^
-
— ^ w j ^ i-i* J ~ — —» yiAUAXW ! —L^> • X ~
im^Oxted from Tohio, who "re ilways very orominent men attro.ct
gr c- at attention. They ?ro carefully instructed as to the policies
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to be e.dveca.ted and the points against which :r. - :. ;j oh should be
J -* -v» o /» n -3
Next to public meetings, the most important method is the
distribution of political literattire, relating to the Candidate and
his views. The committees distribute this literature gratuitously
at public me^tin^s are *^'>, e'~,,jL':' vit"' y send it through t^e ^ 3 t*"* the
voters, in the United States and England, the distribution of
political literature is an old pr~c";ice, but ho s only recently been
introduced into Japan by the more progressive statesmen.
The lost egsncy emp«! oyed ^n th c "'"a * i
T
ri ^ s the oub"' ^ e oress.
Newspapers ?re freely distributed to the voters. Tocal papers ere
frequently d t^ c^nd -* dates ^
^
th*3 purp o ^ advert- 9^ n r'* the^r
condi dacy.
Having described perty organization, nominations, and
O rliili n* ^ w *i - U. O, J. w-.- Uwil -J »u <-^xv - jj^— _ _ _/ „ _ _ JijJ j _ .1
in elections, of all the elections for members of the tiouse of Repre-
sentatives since the opening of the Diet, there is not one that has be
carried with complete ht^n^1 "ty and thout c^mo"' aj nt o^ corrupt! on,
--or e or less bribery was ere.cticed in each election. Comparatively,
(1)
only one election out of seven since 1S90 has been conducted with
any dc sr e 3 of honesty. There are t e ' 5 methods of bribery in elections
in <Tao~'n» The f ir ^t j 8 to si ve 3 sum n m -^ne 1 ^ to an *ctive 1 *e i 1
worker, who underU ahes te bring up a certain number of voters.
H1 V * nr* *3 yv>rt4-l> a A A 4m r»A ir6 >-viaw o «t r nr"» V> trn H- -n vv9 w* V» o +; *n ^ ^ ^
cLi, o ti? i. "bn"t o sunis of nioiiov iso dlf^ft^snij ^c "^ "tli^i— common
benefits provided a certain number of votes are secure. In order to
remedy corrupt pract j o'"1 ^ in e"1 ee^"* ons secret voting Was introduced
by the ballot act of 1900. But the election of 1903 was no more pure
in spite of the application of secret voting; and that of 1903
(1) Election of 1890.
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surpassed it in "bribery. It bso.vms mere -:nd mere common fcr even
rioh vo1#ers not to o* st their ballot 3 except for some reward*
(1)
The corruption in elections may "be traced to three ostu.se
8
1, T^c failurs n ~^ e^ect^^s t 7^ epprecj ''te t^e mean^ and
ir^T1 rt "tn c e t^e ballot
j
3* T he dishonesty of candidates .md el so to aooreciate
"the true purpose tho DSt2 1 Ot *
3. The determination cf the government not to reform the
c '"rru-zt practJ 3s i 10 n^ oc "^ns but r ther to eac '^ur ' ^e
V rs wi
In representative governments the final judges of impor—
t 'it "eclit -* c al cjue stions *1 ">', e t^ a ^^ec^^^s^ he m a j ority e^ ec t or
s
^2 japan ^n n^t ,j.w '''i ?', 'j''' v, 'fl fi* xiatur b^l^^t "Th ballot
'
~~
(:2)
'
i3 net a person:;! privilege, it ie e. public trust." Has a voter
right to misuse a publ i c tru3t ~^or eer s", n'"' ends? "A man is at the
ballet box, as he i 3 in the jury box, in a public, not a privete
capacity. In neither ea se is he at liberty to arbitrarily use his
(3)
voice for pers~n' s l end 3 . " C ^ndi d" t e ^ are to be blamed for the
U3C of money. Voter? have been taught the lessons of corruption by
them. Candidates have generally been men who stood high in education
Ann "* ?rt ~* "* fffllYI #•» o Vson>-i 4» Vi 4 -y» ^ «-}.,- 4- V* rs-p r-rr* & + r\ -fp ^« Vi
electors that selling of vote 3 is a politic:! crime, but they hsve
not dene 30. It is s-l d that, durin^ the l-~st few elections, illicit
expenditures incurred by C"ndi dvtes has surp".ssed th ftfi\'"f former
;ion3. it has been roughly estimated that such expenditures in
(1) Taiyo, vol. IX, no. 4, ?. 49.
(2) Hills, Science of Policies, ?. 45.
(3) Hills, op. eit. P. 45.
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the el octicn of 1903 and 1903 reached nearly five million yen.
The go vcrnrisnt hc3 the "oovrer t'** 3uvvore33 thi3 corruption but
it n" t ''ens 30 • On th^ c*ntr"ry the ^vernmo "i -^ has been
the main promoter of corruption. There ore Ian 3 enough against
Ijjjj bdv j zi so ons 3 n J'5 'o o n bu"^" sirs "n"n ast hr^ borv are of
the nature of the Pope 1 3 bull ~£piri3t the comet."
^here come are ro"d.-,r to "buy ''iid. other 3 t^ 3e"1 l J br -' bery soes on
;ju3t the same. In order to remedy the prevailing corruption, it is
necessary to promote political education amongest the whole
"cecple, for 3 "hic^h levc"1 ~? fcnowledgc stnd inte"^ i^ence !>re the
T-> 1^ — ' + « n't- i^v^^i *-? ^, v. <-i /^-P 4- V, m V>rS',T+Vit» T*V^ >TT /^i -P T" or\r CjOV-i + o +; "i TTf=>
*
( 3)
institutions. n
(1) North American Review vo. 133, P. 21'.
(2) Leoky, Democracy and Liberty, vol. 1. P. 91,
)
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